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Abstract
Over the last two and a half years we have been demonstrating a new method-
ology for the design of rotorcraft flight control systems (FCS) to meet handling
qualities requirements. This method is based on multicriterion optimization as im-
plemented in the optimization package CONSOL-OPTCAD (C-O). This package
has been developed at the Institute for Systems Research (ISR) at the University
of Maryland at College Park. This design methodology has been applied to the
design of a FCS for the UH-60A helicopter in hover having the ADOCS control
structure. The controller parameters have been optimized to meet the ADS-33C
specifications. Furthermore, using this approach, an optimal (minimum control
energy) controller has been obtained and trade-off studies have been performed.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Design of rotorcraft flight control systems to meet handling qual-
ities requirements
In a classical SISO control system design process, the practical design specifications are
often replaced by standard control design specifications such as bandwidth, overshoot,
etc. The main reason for using these standard specifications is that some (or all) of
them can be satisfied using classical techniques such as root locus, Bode, etc. Of course,
using standard specifications, instead of the original ones, leads to an approximate
design. Moreover, these design techniques are limited to one or two (competing)
specifications. It is difficult, if not impossible to use them for the design of MIMO
control systems such as a modern rotorcraft FCS. Note that for MIMO systems some of
the standard SISO specifications are not defined or have only "conservative" meaning
(e.g., gain and phase margins).
In modern rotorcraft FCS design for handling qualities some MIMO control design
methods have recently been used. These methods include optimal techniques such as
LQR [1], 742/74oo [2,3], parametric optimization [4,5], etc., and other MIMO design
techniques such as eigenstructure assignment [6], QFT [7], Nyquist array [8], etc. (see
[9] for partial review). The main disadvantage of these MIMO techniques is that
using precisely the theoretical design procedure it is either impossible to meet all the
design requirements or many design iterations are required. Therefore many ad hoc
design methods, based on theoretical MIMO techniques, are also used. Using those
techniques (e.g., [10]) the design process is usually made in two phases. First we solve
the theoretical problem (e.g., LQR), then we tune the design to meet the handling
qualities requirements using simulation and/or test flight results (see for example [11]
and [3]).
In fact there are no direct design methods for meeting handling qualities require-
ments. In this research we propose to use multicriterion parametric optimization as
thebasisfor a newdirectdesignmethodology.
1.2 Research objectives
The main objectives of this research are:
• Development of a rotorcraft FCS design technique based on multicriterion opti-
mization. This method allows the designer to design "directly from the specs"
to meet any (nonstandard) design specifications, such as handling qualities.
• Demonstration of this method by finding a set of FCS parameters such that the
UH-60A in hover meets the LEVEL 1 performance requirements of the ADS-33C
[12] (a feasible solution).
• Further demonstration of this method by meeting the ADS-33C level 1 specifi-
cations with minimum actuator "energy" (an optimal solution).
• Demonstration of the use of this method and the above criterion to perform
trade-off studies.
1.3 Organization
The report is organized into seven sections. In Section 2 the general multicriterion-
optimization-based design process is presented followed by a brief description of each
of its components. The optimization package CONSOL-OPTCAD is introduced in
Section 3. The design setup for the UH-60A in hover is given in Section 4. In Section 5
the nominal (LEVEL 1) design is presented including design considerations and results.
In Section 6 two trade-off cases, performance/specification and performance/hardware,
are studied. In addition the robustness of the optimal design is examined. Finally,
some concluding remarks and some suggestions for future work are given in Section 7
This report has two appendices. Appendix A is a listing of all the computer code
used in the design process. A tutorial example is given in Appendix B.
2 Multicriterion-Optimization-Based Design Methodol-
ogy
2.1 Introduction
Real design problems are usually multifaceted. There is usually a variety of constraints
on the solution as well as a group of, often conflicting, objectives. It is extremely dif-
ficult, if not impossible, to translate such a collection of specifications into a single
objective functional as is required by most optimal control methods. As systems be-
come more complex and their required performance levels increase it becomes difficult,
if not impossible, to use classical methods to design satisfactory controllers.
The multicriterion-optimization-based design methodology is based on a combina-
tion of computer-based parametric optimization and human control designers. The
idea is to use the computer to compute performance measures and find controller
parameters that optimize them. The human designer decides whether the computer-
generated design is adequate, and if it is not, changes the problem posed to the com-
puter so as to drive the computer-generated solution in a better direction.
The role of the computer is a multicriterion parametric optimization. The human
designer's first step is to translate the constraints and objectives of the design into a
collection of smooth scalar functions of the (vector of) design parameters, say .fi (x_)
where i -- 1, 2,..., n and x_ is an m-vector of design parameters. The computer then
tries to optimize (maximize)
m_ccf(x_)=max_ min aifi(x_)} (2.1)
_xEC [.i=l,2,...,n
where C is the set of allowable x_'s (defined by some of the constraints) and c_i, i =
1, 2,..., n is a set of real weights chosen by the designer.
















Figure 2.1: a: solid- fl(x), dashed- f2(x), b: solid- f(x) = fl(X), c: solid- f(x)
for al = 1, a2 = 1.5, dashed- f(x) for c_1 = 0.2, a2 = 2. d: solid- f(x) for
al = 1, a2 = 3. b-d: dotted - fz(x),f2(x).
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Let fl(X) and f2(x) of Figure 2.1-a be two performance measures of a control
system, where x is the scalar design (controller) parameter. Let fix) = F (fl(x), f2(x))
be the optimization (maximization) objective (i.e., max fix)). Suppose we define
x
fix) = m_,2fi(x ) (Figure 2.l-b). Then f2(x) has no effect on the solution to the
optimization problem. In fact then, xl is the only possible "optimal" solution. One
may try also taking f2 (x) into account by defining a weighted objective function f (x) =
_,2-1 c_ifi(x), ai E _:¢ (Figure 2.1-c). Then only xl or x2 can be "selected". In order
to have more design degrees-of-freedom, let fix) = min c_ifi(x). Then by choosing
/----1,2
ai's the designer can change the "optimal" solution to be any x E Ix1, x2], see Figure
2.1-d.
This simple example emphasizes the importance of the proper choice of F (., .)
(the "design specifications"). Such a "max/min" (max min c_ifi(x)) or "min/max"
x
(minm.axaifi(x)) optimization problem is the basis for the design methodology pre-
x
sented in this report. In fact, given n performance measures fi(x), i = 1,2,...,n,
where x E ]Rm is the vector of the design parameters (d.p.'s), the design can be





Optimize f(x) over x.
Check the design. If it is good, stop. Else, go to Step 1.
(2.2)
Note that we do not know yet how to implement the above design procedure. In
fact this is only a conceptual procedure, a more practical procedure is given below.
Note also that we do not even know how to define and compute the performance
measures, the fi(x)'s. Usually obtaining "good" fi(x)'s is a very complicated problem.
This task is a part of the preliminary stage which has to be completed prior to the
implementation of the above procedure.
The overall design process is schematically presented in Figure 2.2. It is assumed















Figure 2.2: Schematic description of a multicriterion-optimization-based design pro-
cess
controldesign.The preliminarypart of the designprocess(modeling,translationof
thedesignrequirementsinto mathematicalfunctions,anddevelopmentof a simulation
program)ismarkedbythick(doubleline)arrows.Theiterativepartsof theprocessare
the computerizedoptimization(thin solidarrows)andthe humandesignerinterrupts
(thin dashedarrows).
The multicriterion-optimization-baseddesignprocesshastwo main parts. First,
the designerhasto preparethe designsetup.This noninteractivepart of the process
includes:modeling(mathematicalrepresentationof thesystem)andtranslationof the
designspecificationsinto nicemathematicalfunctions.
In the interactivepart of theprocess,theoptimizationisdoneautomaticallybythe
optimization/simulationpackage(see[13]and Section3 below).The designerhasto
continuouslymonitorthe resultsby usingthe designevaluationtools, thenif he finds
it necessaryhecan interrupt the process.The specificactionthat the designermay
takedependson severalfactors.Becausethe designerusuallyinterrupts the process
throughthe designer/optimizationinterface,a major factor is the propertiesof the
specificoptimizationpackage.Somesuggestionsaregivenin Section3.4below.
A detaileddescriptionof the designprocessand its componentsis givenin the
followingsections.
2.2 Preparing the design setup
In preparing the design setup, much care should be taken because this stage affects
the whole design process. We especially have to consider the practical trade-off be-
tween "accuracy" and "time". For higher accuracy we would like to choose the most
comprehensive model, to write a sophisticated simulation code, to use a small step size
for optimization, etc. However this choice leads to a very "time consuming" design
process. This problem becomes critical because of the presence of a human designer
in the design process.
Given the system and the design specifications, the following preparations have to
be madeprior to the implementationof the iterativeprocedure.
2.2.1 Modeling the system
Very complicated mathematical models are often required in order to obtain accurate
simulation of real control systems. The first design task is to find the simplest model
which still captures the main dynamic characteristics of the system. Choosing simpler
models may spoil the design. On the other hand increasing the size and complexity,
may lead to a long and annoying design process. In most cases finding the "optimal"
model is not a simple task.
In this stage issues such as linear model vs. nonlinear model, continuous-time
model vs. discrete-time model, small model vs. large model, etc., have to be studied
carefully.
Remark 2.1 Usually the model also has to represent implementation limitations such
as actuator saturation, controller size, sampling rate, etc. Therefore sometimes (e.g.,
actuator saturation) a linearized model can not be used.
2.2.2 Translating the design requirements into "nice" mathematical func-
tions
Modern design requirements such as "handling qualities" are very difficult to translate
into smooth mathematical functions. In some cases these functions are defined in terms
of numerical evaluation of the solution to some differential equations ("simulation").
In other cases even more mathematical manipulations (on the simulation results) are
required.
Using optimization special care should be taken with these translations. For most
optimization techniques, these mathematical functions have to be "smooth" with re-
spect to the design parameters (at least continuously differentiable). Even standard
performance measures, which are used in conventional design techniques, are often not
usefulfor optimization.For example,spectralcharacteristicsuchaseigenvalues,are
usuallynot differentiablewith respecto thecontrollaw parameters.
Becausemostof thesefunctionshaveno analyticalexpression,it is difficult and
in most casesevenimpossibleto checktheir smoothness.Thereforein somecases
wemay usenonsmoothfunctionsfor optimization. Usuallythesefunctionsare not
smoothonly at a finite numberof points in the parameterspace.Thuspractically
they maywork. Howeverusingsuchfunctionsfor optimizationmaycausethedesign
processto getstuck.
2.2.3 Defining the optimization criteria
This is the second part of the translation of the design specifications. The optimization
criteria are based on both the performance translations and some properties of the
optimization package. For example using CONSOL-OPTCAD [13] with a vector of
time (or frequency) dependent performance measure, the optimization criterion may
be given as a functional constraint or objective.
2.3 The computerized tools used in the design process
Three computerized tools are used in the design process: optimization, simulation,
and design evaluation (see the dotted box in Figure 2.2). These tools interact with
each other, thus it is essential to choose or develop the proper software packages and
interfaces.
2.3.1 Optimization
The role of the optimization in the design process is defined in Step 2 of the conceptual
procedure (2.2). Namely, finding a set of design parameters x* such that the fi(x*)'s
satisfy the criteria.
The particular implementation of the optimization "block" in the design pro-
cedure depends on the choice of the optimization package. In this research the
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CONSOL-OPTCADoptimization package is used. This package has a built-in inter-
face with some common simulation languages including MATLAB. For more details
on CONSOL-OPTCAD see Section 3 below.
2.3.2 Simulation
Given the system model, the definition for fi('), and the design parameters x, the
simulation generates fi(x)'s. Moreover the simulation also provides most of the infor-
mation required for the design evaluation.
In order to obtain more information required for the optimization, such as gradi-
ents, the simulation is often used iteratively. Therefore it is important to choose the
proper simulation language and to write an efficient simulation code. Other proper-
ties of the simulation language (package) should also be taken into account such as:
standard interface (to be used with the optimization package), "user friendly", tech-
nically supported, etc. In fact, for these reasons we chose the MATLAB package as
the simulation package for this research.
Remark 2.2 Using other simulation packages, or even writing a special simulation
program using a standard computer language (e.g., C) may lead to a "faster" simula-
tion. However, because these solutions do not have the nice advantages of MATLAB,
the total time which may be spent using these alternatives may be larger.
2.3.3 Design Evaluation
"Design evaluation" stands for all the computerized tools which help the human de-
signer to obtain the right decisions during the design process. In some cases no ad-
ditional tools are required, e.g., when the standard outputs of the simulation and
optimization packages provide all the necessary information. However, in most real-
system-design cases some special tools are required. In particular this is true when
the design is made to meet requirements such as the handling qualities.
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In this researchwe havedevelopedsucha specificevaluation"toolbox". This
toolboxperformsanon-linegraphicalanalysisof thesystemperformancewhichallows
the humandesignerto makeon-linedecisions.For moredetailsseeAppendixA.
2.4 The human designer
The human designer is definitely the most important component of the design proce-
dure. His or her role in the design process is given by Step 1 and Step 3 of the concep-
tual algorithm (2.2). However contrary to the computerized tools, it is generally not
clear what the designer has to do at any design iteration. In fact the decisions that
the designer takes are in many cases based on his intuition and experience. Therefore,
at least for the time being, the human designer can not be replaced by a computer.
The experience gained in using this methodology in this research and in other re-
lated projects may be used as the basis of new rules and guidelines for future designers.
3 The Optimization Package: CONSOL-OPTCAD
3.1 Introduction to CONSOL-OPTCAD
In an attempt to better represent real world design problems, CONSOL-OPTCAD (C-
O) allows for three qualitatively different types of design specifications. An objective
is a specification of a quantity that should be optimized (minimized or maximized).
Typically, multiple competing objectives are present. A hard constraint is a speci-
fication of a quantity that must achieve a specified threshold. A soft constraint is a
specification of a quantity that should achieve, or at least approach, a specified thresh-
old, i.e., should be optimized as long as this threshold is not achieved. Soft constraints
can be thought of as intermediate between objectives and hard constraints.
Choosing the proper scale factor for each design specification may be a difficult
task. Therefore instead of using a single scale factor (weight), each objective and soft




scaled value = value s = (3.1)
bad - good
where having any value achieve its corresponding good (bad) value should provide the
same level of satisfaction (dissatisfaction) to the designer. This uniform scaling rule
helps the designer in choosing the proper weights (if good = 0 then ai of (2.2) is __1)bad "
Note that using practical values for the good and bad scaling parameters may cause
too large differences between the sensitivity of the various d.p.'s. Therefore, in order
to make the parameter space more "uniform", C-O also allows the designer to scale
each d.p. separately. In addition to the above design specifications, it is also possible
to put hard bounds on the d.p.'s.
In order to have a better understanding of these quantities, consider the following
simple example. Suppose we have to design a cheap audio amplifier, with __n°ise< a
and maximum input power _ b. The design (amplifier) parameters have some bounds
(e.g., negative feedback gain for stability). The corresponding optimization problem
has the following setup
objective = dollar cost min
hard const. -- noise < a
signal
soft const. ---- input power _< b
hard bound = f.b. gain <0.
(3.2)
C-O divides the optimization process into 3 phases. In Phase 1, if noise > a for every
choice of parameters, then it is impossible to satisfy the hard constraint unless we allow
C-O to increase the input power and the cost. Then C-O minimizes the amplifier input
power (Phase 2) and its cost (Phase 3).
C-O uses FSQP (Feasible Sequential Quadratic Programing) to solve the following
12
generaloptimizationproblem
minobj s (x) Vi
x
subject to: soft_(x) < 0 Vj
hard_(x) <_ 0 Vk
boundS(x) < 0 Vl
(3.3)
where obj s, soft_, hard_, and bound_ are the scaled values of objectives, soft con-
straints, hard constraints and hard bounds, respectively. Problem (3.3) is then as-
signed three different meanings, corresponding to three different phases, according to
feasibility or infeasibility of x with respect to hard and soft constraints.




subject to: boundS(x) < 0 Vl.
Phase 2 (soft feasibility problem): All hard constraints are satisfied.





subject to: hard_(x) <_0 Vk
boundS(x) < 0 Vl.
(3.5)
Phase 3 (optimization problem): All hard constraints are satisfied and all (scaled)
objectives and soft constraints are nonpositive. (3.3) takes the form
min max obj s (x)
x i
subject to: soft_(x) < 0 Vj
hard_(x) < 0 Vk
boundS(x) g 0 VI.
(3.6)
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C-Ohasa PCOMB (performance"comb")pseudo-graphicaloutput displaywhich
givesveryusefulinformation.An exampleof a PCOMBdisplayis shownin figure3.1
below.
3.2 Using C-O to meet the handling qualities requirements (ADS-
33C)
The design of a flight control system to meet the ADS-33C (Aeronautical Design Stan-
dard) [12] requirements can be obtained as a solution to the soft feasibility problem
(3.5). That is, all the ADS-33C requirements are translated into C-O hard and soft
constraints (no objective). The design goal is achieved when C-O successfully com-
pletes Phase 2.
Theoretically, if the feasible set is nonempty, and all the performance functions
are globally smooth and convez with respect to the d.p.'s, then starting with any
(infeasible) point, the C-O solution will converge to a feasible solution. However
practically, none of the above three conditions (existence, smoothness, and convexity)
is guaranteed. We can not change the feasibility of the problem (and also its convexity),
but we can improve the smoothness of the performance functions by using proper
translations and/or smooth approximations. In fact, part of the art is finding ways to
describe the desired system performance mathematically so that the C-O solution will
converge to a "good" controller.
3.3 Using C-O to find an optimal controller
If there is more than one feasible solution, it is natural to search for the optimal
solution. First we have to choose the optimization objective (if it is not given a
priori). A natural choice for the objective function can be any scalar function of the
design parameters which has no constraints, that it would be nice to have it small (or
large), such as the control energy. Multiple objective functions may be taken. The
choice of objective functions has to be done with the same care (smoothness!) as for
14
<0>
Pcomb (Iter= O) (Phase 1)
SPECIFICATION PRESENT
01 objective1 -9 66e+02
02 objective2 I 20e+O0
C1 hard_cons1 400e-01
C2 soft_cons1 3 50e-01
C3 hard_cons2 1 05e+O0
FC1 soft_fcons 0 06e+O0
<6>


















GOOD G B BAD
000e+O0 <== I I l. OOe+O0
200e+O0 I * 1.00e+O0
000e+O0 ................................ > 1.00e-03
000e+O0 * I l.OOe+O0




000e+O0 <== I I
200e+O0 * ........................
000e+O0 <-- I I











GOOD G B BAD
O.OOe+O0 <== I I 1.00e+O0
2.00e+O0 *........................ 1.00e+O0
O.OOe+O0 <-- I I 1.OOe-03
O.OOe+O0 ......... *1 I 1.OOe+O0
l.OOe+O0 < ................................ l. OOe+04
O.OOe+O0 < ................................. 5.00e-02
Figure 3.1: An example of the C-O PCOMB output display. In Phase 1, C1 (hard
cons.) is minimized. In Phase 2, C2 (soft cons.) is minimized. In Phase 3, 02
(objective) is maximized. Double dashed lines - soft constraints and objectives. Single
dashed lines - hard constraints. • - scaled value 6 (-1, 2). > - scaled value > 2 (too
bad). < - scaled value < -1 (very good). For more details on the PCOMB display
see [13].
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the problem constraints. Note that the natural objective function may not always be
smooth (see for example Figure 5.7).
Theoretically, if the objective functions are smooth and convex with respect to the
d.p.'s, then starting with any (feasible) point, the C-O solution will converge to the
unique optimal solution. Practically, starting with any arbitrary feasible point, if the
C-O solution converges, then it converges to a local minimum.
3.4 The C-O/designer interface
As we already mentioned, this is usually the only interface between the human designer
and the optimization process. The ability of the designer to guide and control the whole
process depends on the design degrees-of-freedom that C-O provides. The human
designer's actions also depend on the simulation and optimization results. It is hard
to give a recipe which covers all the possible situations. The following guidelines are
given as general advice for the designer:
• Make the constraint and objective functions as smooth as possible (a smooth
approximation is better then a more accurate nonsmooth approximation).
• Freeze all the unnecessary d.p.'s. It saves time.
• Use all possible C-O information ("pcomb","print", "trace","active", etc.). Also
use the other design evaluation tools (e.g., time and frequency response, perfor-
mance map, etc.).
• If C-O gets stuck, "shake" the optimization.
Again there is no general solution for this situation. However the following list
may be used if the process gets stuck (termination of the computer run, the computer
starts to work very slowly, etc.).
If C-O gets stuck during Phase 2:
• Look for competing specs.
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• Changeconstraintweights("good", "bad" values).
• Keepthe scaledobjectivefunctionsbelowthe scaledconstraintfunctions.
• Changethe nominalvariationsof somed.p.'s.
• Perfomoneor two dimensionalanalysis(seeSection6 for example).
• Changemanuallythevalueof somed.p.'s.
• Improvethe smoothnessof constraintfunctions(usealternativedefinitions,or
approximations).
• Changecontrollerstructure(e.g.,adddynamics).
If C-O has trouble switching from Phase 2 to Phase 3:
Near the boundaries C-O may work slowly. Change the variation step ("scale"), or
if it is possible (very close to the boundaries), "right-shift" or "left-shift" the "good"
value (i.e., spoil the good value so that C-O "jumps" to Phase 3).
If C-O gets stuck during Phase 3:
• Make all objective functions negative for all feasible d.p.'s (e.g., for minimization
less than their good values). This is required by C-O [13].
• Put small weights on the relevant constraints which might oppose the minimiza-
tion process (e.g., min. actuator "energy" vs. quickness).
• Look for competing objectives (no competing objectives in our design problem).
• Change objective weights ("good", "bad" values).
• Change the nominal variations of some d.p.'s.
• Perfom one or two dimensional analysis.
• Change manually the values of some d.p.'s.
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• Improvethe smoothnessof objectivefunctions(usealternativedefinitions,or
approximations).
Remark 3.1 When C-O finds a local minimum it gives a CONGRATULATIONS
message. Using objective functions such as control energy, "push" the solution (some
performance measures) to the boundaries of the feasible set (LEVEL 1). Then C-O
may start to move slowly. Usually you do not have to wait for this message, just use
the design evaluation tools to decide when to stop the optimization process.
4 Design Setup
4.1 Introduction
The UH-60A (Black-Hawk) helicopter in hover was chosen as a benchmark example
for this research. Its flight control system has an ACAH (Attitude Command Atti-
tude Hold) response type. The design specifications axe given in the ADS-33C [12],
Paragraph 3.3 - hover and low speed. The design specification affects both parts of
the design setup (i.e., system modeling and specification translation).
In addition to the optimization package (C-O) and the simulation package (MAT-
LAB), the design setup contains:
• A main C-O PDF adocs and some "include" spec files (see [13] and Appendix
A). These files contain all the ADS-33C information required by C-O.
• Initialization (init.m) and simulation (siren.m) M-files, containing the MATLAB
simulation code required to evaluate all the ADS-33C performance measures (see
Appendix A).
• The design evaluation M-files (see Appendix A).
The background and other considerations used to develop the above setup are
summarized in the following.
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4.2 Modeling the UH-60A in hover
The comprehensive rotorcraft aerodynamic model "UMGenhel" [14] requires too much
computer time for one simulation run to be useful for the purposes of this research.
Thus we wrote a simplified model which can be used by the optimization package (C-
O). The simplified model represents the helicopter linear dynamics and aerodynamics,
as well as the most important system nonlinearities (i.e., actuator saturation). The
specific representation of the helicopter in hover has been modified several times in
order to obtain the system performance measures as well as to satisfy some computa-
tional limitations.
The final configuration, shown in Figure 4.1, includes the following parts:
(i) Linearized and reduced (UMGenhel) dynamic model P(s) - The bare
airframe model has a total of 11 states, 9 states for the 6 DOF fuselage dy-
namics and 2 states for the main rotor flapping motion (using model reduction
techniques, the effect of higher dynamics is also included in the model). The




where x = (u, v, w,p, q, r, ¢, 0, ¢)T, which stands for the longitudinal velocity (u),
lateral velocity (v), vertical velocity (w), roll rate (p), pitch rate (q), yaw rate
(r), roll angle (¢), pitch angle (0), and yaw angle (¢). The state equation (4.1)
has two inputs, ua = (u0, u¢, u¢, uc) T representing respectively the longitudinal,
lateral, tail rotor collective, and main rotor collective actuator displacements
(control). The second input dg = (de, de, d_) T represents respectively the pitch,
roll, and yaw (wind gust) disturbances. The output y, required to evaluate all the
desired specifications, is in fact all of the state vector excluding the longitudinal
(u) and lateral velocities (v).
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Figure 4.1: Model of the UH-60A.
2O
An important component of the initial task of this project was to verify the
(linearized) helicopter model. First this model was compared with the full UM-
Genhel model (39 states) [14], to verify the use of only 11 states. Then it was
compared with a simplified 6 DOF model (9 states) (used in [15]), to verify its
main characteristics. In addition, using "real" ADOCS parameters, its closed-
loop response was qualitatively checked.
(ii) Actuator Model - The swashplate actuators are modeled using standard satu-
ration functions for displacement and rate limits and a 1 st order approximation
for the actuator dynamics (see Figure 4.1). Note that the displacement satura-
tion is implemented on the actuator command as is standard [16].
(iii) Delay D(s) - Pure delay (e -rS) represents an overall (T sec.) channel delay
including: computation delays, A/D and D/A delays, unmodeled dynamics etc.
(iv) ADOCS control law - H is a constant gain, output feedback matrix. F(s) is a
decentralized feedforward dynamic controller obtained from the model following
concept [17], based on a command model dynamics M(s) and on a 1st or 2nd
order approximation for the helicopter dynamics Pa (s), see Figure 4.1. Note that
if Pa(s) = P(s) then the resultant closed-loop transfer function is M(s). The
overall closed-loop system is controlled by the pilot using four input commands
6 = (60, 6¢, 6¢, _c) x representing respectively the longitudinal, lateral, tail rotor
collective, and main rotor collective cockpit commands.
In order to calculate efficiently all the desired performance measures, this model
has two different versions. There is a continuous-time linear model, for small amplitude
performance, where the actuator model is a simple 1st order model (no saturation)
and the delay D(s) is a 2 nd order Pad@ approximation. There is also a discrete-time
nonlinear model, for large amplitude performance, where all the continuous time parts
(i.e., P(s) and F(s)) are replaced by suitable ZOH equivalents, and the saturation
functions are implemented directly. The nonlinear simulation is obtained by solving
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the differenceequationsrecursively.For moredetailsseethe M-files,init.m, simu.m,
and drsc.rn in Appendix A.
4.3 The design specifications and their mathematical translations
The following five specifications were identified as those that are essential to meet the
ADS-33C [12]. These five requirements are naturally divided into two groups. SpeCs
1, 2, and 5 relate to small-amplitude responses and can be checked using linear models.
The remainder are related to moderate-amplitude responses and must be checked by
nonlinear simulation.
4.3.1 Spec 1: Small Amplitude Changes, Short Term Response to Control
Inputs
This modern frequency based criterion (bandwidth/phase-delay) replaces the tra-
ditional specifications which used limits based on time-delay and rise-time. The
bandwidth/phase-delay criterion emphasizes features directly related to closure of the
piloted loop, and it is a better metric than rise-time for the prediction of handling
qualities for small-amplitude precision tracking tasks. It is clear that pilots are also
sensitive to the shape of the phase curve at frequencies beyond the bandwidth fre-
quency. This shape is characterized by the phase-delay parameter [16]. Thus, the level
regions for the short-term response requirement are defined in the bandwidth/phase-
delay plane as shown in Figure 4.2-d. Actually, for small phase-delay systems this is
a "pure bandwidth" criterion. Above a certain value of phase-delay (about 0.2 sec)
it becomes a trade-off between bandwidth and phase-delay (i.e., the pilot can tolerate
higher phase-delay but then, in order to achieve the same performance level, he needs
higher bandwidth).
Bandwidth and phase-delay are measured from a frequency response (Bode) plot
of angular attitude response to cockpit controller input. Bandwidth and phase-delay,
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Figure 4.2: Spec 1: Bandwidth vs. Phase-delay (a-c) Bode phase plot, bandwidth and
phase-delay of three examples. (d) their D meassures in the Spec 1 plane.
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referencedto the helicopterwith all augmentationloopsclosed.Thus,they cannot
besimplycalculatedfromthe closed-loopdesignparameters.Usually,two bandwidth
frequenciesare measured:the frequencyfor 6 db gain margin (wBwgai,),and the
frequencyfor 45° of phasemargin(WBWphase)"For ACAH responsetypesWBWphase
is taken, since the nature of ACAH is such that the pilot does not have to close the
attitude loop for stabilization purposes, so the gain margin problems are less apparent.
Phase-delay is defined so that it represents all of the contributions to phase less than
-180 °, see Figure 4.2-c, and is based on the observation that the phase curve tends
to be linear in the neighborhood of the crossover frequency.
In order to meet the LEVEL 1 (also true for other levels) requirement a two
dimensional geometrical measure D (normalized quadratic distance) is defined, such
that minimizing this measure implies better performance. The computation of this
measure is done in three steps. First, the graphical level curve is converted into an
analytic smooth function using a polynomial curve fitting algorithm. In order to
achieve a univalent function the level curve is represented as WBW = f(_'d), i.e, the
bandwidth frequency is a function of the phase-delay, which is a nondecreasing C °¢
function, Figure 4.2-d (the dotted curve). This calculation is done only once in the
initialization routine (for more details see init.m in Appendix A). The other two steps
are executed in each iteration. First, the bandwidth and phase-delay are computed,
based on the definitions of Figure 4.2-c, using an efficient search algorithm. Second,
the D measure is calculated as the minimum normalized quadratic distance from the
current (WBW,_-d) point to the level curve. Moreover, measure D is calculated only
for points which are not in the LEVEL 1 region (i.e., they are to the left of the
dotted curve in Figure 4.2-d), and it is set to zero for any (WBW, _'d) point within the
LEVEL 1 region. Because D(wBw, Td) is quadratic, using the above definition keeps
it differentiable even on the boundary of the LEVEL 1 set (i.e., WBW = f(Td)), and
gives an identical weight for any point in the desired set (LEVEL 1 region). The
computation of D uses the fact that the level curve is a nondecreasing function, so it
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eliminatesthe needto evaluatethe functionwBw = f(Td) at each wBW = f(Td) (for
more details see d_bw_pd.m in Appendix A).
Remark 4.1 The use of polynomial curve fitting is limited for the given data points.
That is, the approximation WBW = f(Td) holds only for Td E [0, 0.4] [12]. Therefore
hard constraints are used to guarantee that Td <_ 0.4.
4.3.2 Spec 2: Small Amplitude Changes, Mid-Term Response to Control
Inputs
This requirement is, in general, the complementary part of the short term response re-
quirements of Spec 1. The short term criterion emphasizes features related to the high
frequency modes, whereas the mid-term influences mainly the low frequency modes.
Although, because of the particular definitions of both criteria, it is unavoidable that
this requirement overlaps the short-term one. The mid-term requirement is specified
for two different pilot operation modes: "Fully Attended Operations" - where all of
the helicopter tasks can be accomplished with full pilot attention to aircraft control
(e.g., other crew members handle the non-control tasks), and "Divided Attention Op-
erations" - where the pilot should be able to relinquish control of the helicopter for
short periods of time without encountering significant excursions. Consideration of
divided attention (as done in this research) ensures that, at least practically, any flight
control system which meets this requirement is stable. In fact a helicopter which meets
the fully attended requirement can have unstable mid-term response (as with many
present-day helicopters). For more information see [12], Paragraphs 3.3.2.2 (Pitch,
Roll) 3.3.5.2 (Yaw).
Remark 4.2 Although it is not an ADS-33C requirement, an asymptotic stability
hard constraint is used (i.e., _ (Am(A- BH)} <= 0). This constraint is required for
numerical reasons.
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At the beginningwe tried to usethe dampingratio parameter_ for this require-
ment. This parameter,which is well definedfor second-ordersystems,can be in-
terpretedin severaldifferentwaysfor higherordersystems.Unfortunately,mostof
theseinterpretationslead to numericalalgorithmswhich areeither significanttime
consumers,or arenot smoothenough,or both. For example,computing_ as the
logarithmicdecrementof the twofirst peaksof the systemstepresponseisvery time
consuming.On the other hand, usingeigenvalues,in order to find ¢ as the ratio
betweenthe imaginaryand the real part of the 2ndorderapproximatedmodel, is
generally,not a smoothcalculation. The computertime problembecomescritical
becausethis algorithmhasto beexecutedin a multi-iterationoptimizationprocess.
Thesmoothnessproblemis sometimesevenmorecritical becauseit maycausefailure
of theoptimizationprocess.
During this work wehavealsoexaminedseveralapproximationsfor _ basedon
modelreductiontechniques,systemidentification,2 nd and 3 rd order approximations,
etc. Unfortunately, these methods have been found to be either not accurate enough,
or too complicated, or both. Furthermore the original ADS-33C specification has a few
disadvantages. First, theoretically it also contains the undesired "long term" response
(phugoid modes). Second, using only the original definition does not always prevent
PIO (Pilot Induced Oscillations).
Therefore instead of using the original "damping ratio" (or "pole location") crite-
rion we have used a classical stability margin criterion, gain margin (GM) > 6 db and
phase margin (PM) _ 45 °. Note that these classical stability margins are actually
SISO specifications. Therefore, for each channel, we have used the "broken-loop" of
figure 4.3 as the channel SISO approximation.
Remark 4.3 The Spec 2 results presented in the sequel have been obtained using an
incorrect broken-loop scheme, where only the position loop was broken. This sometimes
has led to an oscillatory closed loop characteristic (see ]or example the roll channel step










Figure 4.3: "Broken loop" scheme for stability margins.
m
¢
and the conclusions presented in this report. Furthermore the updated computer code
contains the correct scheme (see simu.m in Appendix A and the tutorial example of
Appendix B).
4.3.3 Spec 3: Moderate-Amplitude Attitude Changes (Attitude Quick-
ness)
Frequency domain-based criteria (e.g., bandwidth) fail in the presence of strong non-
linearities such as saturation. Therefore, in order to check the helicopter performance
during large maneuvers we have to define alternative criteria. Recall that for a 2 nd
order linear system with a step input the following "quickness" ratio
quickness = peak rate (4.2)
steady-state displacement
is directly related to the system bandwidth. This ratio is also a good approximation
for the system bandwidth for high order systems [16]. Using this criterion instead
of one of the classical linear measures of bandwidth allows the specification to make
the required bandwidth a decreasing function of the size of the maneuver, as shown
in Figure 4.4. For nonlinear systems, especially with saturation nonlinearities, this
concession is essential (i.e, it is unreasonable to require the same "bandwidth" for all
input heights). In these cases it is not correct to interpret this ratio as a bandwidth,
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Figure 4.4: Spec 3: Attitude quickness.
but it is better interpreted as a measure of agility (i.e., "quickness" ratio). For more
information see [16], Paragraphs 3.3.3 (Pitch, Roll) 3.3.6 (Yaw).
The calculation of the quickness ratio (4.2) is very simple. The max(.) operator is
used over the sampled rate vector. It is then normalized by the input height. Note
that using the max(.) operator in this case does not destroy smoothness because we
try to maximize the quickness ratio and the combination max/max is smooth. This
test theoretically has to be checked for an infinite number of inputs. Practically we
check it for each channel for only three different angles (1,2,3) as shown in Figure 4.4
(for more details see simu.m in Appendix A).
By definition, for nonlinear systems the quickness specification depends on the
input signal. In [12] the input signal is not explicitly specified. It is required that the
pilot perform agressive (displacement) manuevers. This may be interpreted as step
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input _
Limited-rate step input for pitch and roll
desired position input _




Figure 4.5: Input signals for Spec 3.
inputs for the pitch and roll channels, and a pulse input for the yaw channel (the
yaw channel has an integrator in its desired model M(s) [18]). Therefore, taking into
account the rate limitations for the cockpit joystick and pedal [3], we have used the
rate-limited inputs of Figure 4.5.
4.3.4 Spec 4: Interaxis coupling
Helicopter dynamics are naturally interaxis coupled. The following requirements re-
late to the two common helicopter interaxis couplings. These are the cross-coupling
between pitch and roll (i.e., pitch/roll and roll/pitch), and yaw (rate) due to collec-
tive. These couplings are caused mostly by aerodynamic rotor moments and by the
nonsymmetric tail moments. Both couplings would adversely affect the pilot's ability
to complete some high maneuver tasks. One of the most important design objectives
is to minimize these couplings.
The decoupling requirement is mostly significant for high maneuver responses.
Thus, it is checked only for large amplitude "step" responses (The coupling measures
are relative measures. Hence, in the case of linear systems small input amplitudes
can be used as well). The natural measure is used for the cross coupling between
pitch and roll (i.e., the ratio of peak off-axis response to desired response, Opk/¢des,
and Cpk/Odes ). To avoid use of nondifferentable functions such as max(.) and abs(.),
suitable upper and lower limits are defined to bound the response over the relevant























































Figure 4.6: Spec 4: Interaxis coupling.
For the yaw-to-collective decoupling requirement a much more involved criterion is
required. This criterion is designed to meet the pilot's needs during aggressive tasks.
This criterion is a measure of not only the magnitude, but also the shape of the yaw
rate response to a step collective stick input. The shape of the yaw rate is taken into
account by measuring the peak yaw rate rl and the value of yaw rate after 3 seconds.
In case there is no peak in the time interval [0,3] the yaw rate at 1 second r(1) is
taken instead ([12], Paragraph 3.3.9). In addition to the above requirement, it is also
required that the maximum oscillation amplitude, following a step collective change
be below a certain limit. From accumulated experience this limit has to have units
[12], (i.e., it is not relative as in the pitch-roll case).
All the information required for the coupling specs is taken from the largest input
simulation of the quickness test (for more details see simu.m in Appendix A). An
example for Spec 4 performance measures is given in Figure 4.6.
4.3.5 Spec 5: Wind-gust rejection
The model-following concept allows the designer to increase the I/O bandwidth (the-
oretically unlimited) by changing the parameters of the desired model M(s) only.
Actually, this is the major advantage of using a model-following control, because in
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Figure 4.8: Spec 5: Wind-gust rejection - required envelope
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stability limitations (e.g., limited state feedback gains). However, this approach has
some disadvantages. One of them is that the disturbance rejection requirement (sys-
tem "stiffness") is no longer directly related to the overall system bandwidth (i.e., we
can have a high-bandwidth, low-stiffness system). Therefore, the original wind-gust
rejection criterion ([12], Paragraph 3.2.6) is not suitable for the ADOCS configura-
tion. A new requirement was defined by using an approximate gust model, where the
gust peak value is chosen to fit the disturbance input point (recall from (4.1) that the
wind-gust is applied directly to the helicopter state equations). The wind-gust input
wave form is shown in Figure 4.7, the detailed definition of the new requirement is
presented in [19].
The wind-gust rejection criterion is a two parameter criterion. Following precisely
the requirements for the ACAH response type [12] leads to a pulse-input-settling-time
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criterion. Thefirst parameter,settling-time,ts (a) is defined by the condition that the
absolute value of the response ly(t)l < a V t >_ ts(a), where a is 10% of the response
peak value. The second parameter is the peak value itself. Practically, settling-time
is obtained using a discrete-time search algorithm, which may cause ts(a) not to be
smooth with respect to the design parameters. Moreover, in order to obtain the
peak value we have to use the max(-) operator, and since the optimization algorithm
tries to minimize this peak it may cause some smoothness difficulties. To avoid this
possibility it is highly recommended that one uses functional constraints. Therefore,
the ACAH response type requirement was slightly changed such that the angular
position following a wind-gust input should lie between the two curves of Figure 4.8.
Remark 4.4 Theoretically the wind-gust rejection requirement should be checked us-
ing the time history data from the nonlinear simulation. Because this test has to be
simulated for 40 seconds it becomes the biggest time consumer of the simulation. In
order to save time, this test is implemented using a linear simulation. The linear sim-
ulation holds as far as the actuators rates and displacements do not hit the saturation
level. This (practically) holds when the system is stable (no counter example has been
found throughout this research). Proper "flags" have been added to the simulation to
ensure that the linearity assumption holds.
4.4 The design parameters
An important component of the design setup is the choice of the proper design param-
eters (d.p.'s). The considerations for this choice are a mixture of classical control and
optimization considerations. From the optimization point of view we would like to use
as few d.p.'s as possible in order to save "running time". The control considerations,
based on the classical ADOCS design of [15], are summarized in the following.
• For stability and closed-loop properties a position/rate ("PD") feedback is used.
Therefore the rate (Kq, Kp, Kr) and the position (K0, K¢, K¢) feedback gains
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areusedastheoptimizationd.p.'s.
• Recallfrom Section2.2.1that the feedforwardcontrollerF(s) consists of two
parts. There is the "open-loop inverse" part which "cancels" part of the heli-
copter dynamics. This part consists of the following 18t order approximation of








We want to keep the "dynamic cancellation" properties of the feedforwaed con-
troller. Therefore the above approximate inverse parameters are fixed.
• The second part of the (model following) feedforward controller is the desired




Note that the desired model is not an ADS-33C requirement. Therefore we can
free c_0,a¢ and a¢ as the optimization d.p.'s.
5 The nominal design
5.1 Introduction
For the nominal design we consider performance LEVEL 1 for all MTEs (Mission Task
Elements) excluding target acquisition and tracking for UCE (Usable Cue Environ-
ment) 2 and 3. For detailed definitions see [12], Paragraph 3.3 - hover and low speed.
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The ADOCScontrollers[17],[15]werechosenasthe initial controllers.
The designwascompletedin two steps. First wesolvedthe feasibilityproblem
(with noobjective).Thenweaddedanobjectivefunctionand wefoundthe optimal
controller.
Thestartingdesigncontroller(initial guess)waschosenasthefinal ADOCSdesign
of [18]. The performancemapof this designis shownin Figure 5.1. Although this
designhasbeentunedby both simulationsand flight tests,8 out of the 25ADS-33C
requirementsarenot satisfied.
5.2 Nominal design with the ADOCS control structure
The ADOCS flight control law is based on a decentralized SISO design. Using this con-
cept, the only way to reduce the system coupling level is by using high feedback gains
[15], [20]. Usually, high gains imply poor robustness (low stability margins). Therefore
using the ADOCS structure with the multicriterion-optimization-based design process
leads to "competing specs". That is, trying to satisfy one design specification (Spec
4) cause other(s) (Spec 2) to fail. Competing specs slow the design process and may
cause the process to get stuck (even for smooth constraint functions).
In the first attempt, we tried to solve the feasibility problem or, at least, to find
the "best" (infeasible) solution without changing the ADOCS structure. After many
design iterations (C-O iterations and human designer interrupts) we concluded that it
is impossible to simultaneously satisfy all the ADS-33C requirements using the ADOCS
control structure. In the "best" design, as shown in Figure 5.2 only 3 performance
measures are not satisfied.
Remark 5.1 There is no definition for the "best" infeasible design (the best feasible
design is the optimal one). However using engineering intuition and experience, it
is possible to choose such a design. Moreover one may use C-O information and/or
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Figure 5.1: Performance map for the final ADOCS design; All 5 specs are shown in 12
sub-figures. Dashed line- LEVEL 1 / LEVEL 2 boundary. Dotted line - LEVEL 2 /
LEVEL 3 boundary. Specs are numbered 1, 2,..., 25. /k - pitch, V - roll, O - yaw,
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Figure 5.2: Best design using the ADOCS structure;/k - pitch, _7 - roll, O - yaw, • -
not in the desired level.
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Remark 5.2 It is di]flcult to prove that there is no feasible ADOCS controller. That
is, there may be such a feasible controller which can be found after many design iter-
ations. However then we can not consider it to be a practical solution. Furthermore,
the same conclusion ("LEVEL 1 performance can not be achieved using ADOCS")
was also obtained in [21].
5.3 A feasible controller for the nominal design using an improved
ADOCS control structure
Two different techniques were studied in order to improve the results of Figure 5.2. Re-
call that not any classical structure can be used as a good structure for multicriterion-
optimization-based design. We were especially looking for a structure which required
only a few additional d.p.'s.
In the first (SISO) technique we tried to keep the decentralized control structure of
ADOCS and to add dynamic compensation to each channel. For example, we applied
s + z as + wc
C(s) = -- (5.1)
8 8 Jr _Wc
to the roll and pitch channels, where z, c_ and wc are additional design parameters.
Using all six additional d.p.'s as free, C-O drives, z _ 0, a --_ 1, i.e., the compensator
(5.1) is canceled. On the other hand freezing all/some of these d.p.'s, leads to new
competing specs (e.g., Spec 4 vs. Spec 5).
In the second (MIMO) technique we tried to improve the decoupling performance
of the controller by adding crossfeed compensation. In fact, in order to save d.p.'s we
used only crossfeed gains. The implementation of the improved ADOCS control law
1 KO/¢ 0 0
is shown in Figure 5.3, where Kcl = K_/e 1 0 0 consists of static gains.
0 0 1 K¢/c
0 0 0 1
This very simple and cheap solution, has only 3 additional d.p.'s. Using this














Figure 5.3: An improved (ADOCS + crossfeed) control structure.
Furthermore, although the additional d.p.'s make the C-O iteration a little longer, the
overall design process converges faster (no competing specs).
Parameter changes for a "background run" of _ 100 C-O iterations (i.e., C-O ran
100 iterations using fixed weights and step size without designer interrupts) are shown
in Figure 5.5.
5.4 The optimal design
The feasible design shown in Figure 5.4 is not unique. Changing some optimization
parameters such as: initial guess, step size, etc., leads to other feasible solutions. In
order to find the best (optimal) solution, we first have to define the design objective.
In this research the design objective is to minimize the helicopter actuators energy.
However, using the simple actuator model of Figure 4.1 allows us to compute only
rates and displacements of the control actuators. In order to compute the actuator
energy a more detailed model is required (E = foT (rate x load)dr). Therefore, in
order to save running time, we used the RMS actuator rates as an approximation for
the RMS actuator power (E _ RMS power).
Using such an objective function, we expected the C-O solution to converge to some
boundaries of the feasible set (LEVEL 1 curves). Choosing the feasible controller of
Figure 5.4 as the starting point for this design, C-O chose this solution as the optimal
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Figure 5.4: A feasible controller using the ADOCS structure with crossfeed gains; /k
- pitch, _7 - roll, O - yaw, • - not in the desired level.
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Figure 5.5: Parameter changes for a background run of _ 100 C-O iteration. Vertical
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Figure 5.6: Defining the feasible set for c_. dashed line is the current value a_ and
the dash-dotted line is the minimum a_, which is 3.34 in this example, for achieving
level 1 performance
one after only one iteration. In order to understand why this happened, we performed
a local, one-dimensional analysis (see Section 2) as described in the following example:
• We identified c_¢ as the only parameter which (locally) affects the quickness ratio
of the roll channel (see "Spec 3: Quickness R" in Figure 5.4).
• We defined the feasible set (line segment) for (_¢ as shown in Figure 5.6.
• We plotted the roll quickness ratio as a function of(_¢ (Figure 5.7-a) for (_¢ values
including the current value (dashed line) and the boundary line (dash-dotted) of
the feasible set.
• The other three plots (b-d) of Figure 5.7 are for alternative objective functions.
From Figure 5.7-a, we concluded that at the starting point in the d.p.'s space the
objective function is "flat" (at least in one direction). Therefore C-O did not move
from this point (the same is true for the yaw channel). Note that for the pitch channel
the solution is already on the LEVEL 1 boundary of Spec 1 (Figure 5.7). Thus it is
not possible to reduce the pitch channel quickness ratio.
Of course we can solve this problem (at least for the roll channel) using one of
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Figure 5.7: In all subplots: Horizontal axes - e_,/,[rad/sec], vertical axes - Roll quickness
[1/sec], dashed lines - current c_, dash-dotted lines - minimum feasible _¢. (a) and
(c) use the RMS actuator rate as the objective function. (b) and (d) use the RMS
actuator stroke as the objective function. (a) and (b) consider the saturation of the
actuator, while (c) and (d) do not.
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Figure 5.8: The optimal (nominal) controller; A - pitch, V - roll, O - yaw, * - not in
the desired level.
may not be good a approximation for the actuator energy. A better solution is to
"shake" the optimization using the ideas suggested in Section 3.4. In fact in this case
we have manually set a¢ = 5. This made C-O converge to the LEVEL 1 boundaries
as expected. The optimal performance map is shown in Figure 5.8.
Remark 5.3 Using linear models, the cross-over frequency can be used as a good
measure for the control energy. Then closed-loop parameters which affect the cross-
over frequency (i.e., feedback gains), also affect the control energy. However, using the
nonlinear model of Figure _.1 the saturation effect is dominant over the linear effects.
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Figure 5.9: Attitude change for the nominal optimal design. Horizontal axes - time
[0-5 sec]. Vertical axes- attitude [deg]. Dashedl+0.75 lines- desired attitude [deg].
Therefore minimizing the cross-over frequency does not necessary lead to minimum
actuator energy. Moreover from Figure 5.8 we conclude that the .feedback gains are
already on the LEVEL 1 boundaries (pitch ¢_ Spec 1, roll and yaw ¢_ Spec 4). Thus
they can not be further reduced.
The attitude change for the nominal optimal design is shown in Figure 5.9. Re-
call that using an incorrect broken-loop scheme led to oscillations in the roll channel
response (see Remark 4.3).
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6 Trade-off and robustness studies
6.1 Introduction
In this section we used the proposed design methodology to perform some trade-off
studies. We checked the changes in the performance of the helicopter as some of the
parameters change, while maintaining optimality.
Two main trade-off studies are presented:
• Performance/specifications - Going from the nominal optimal design (LEVEL
1) to higher performance levels.
• Performance/hardware - Changing some of the helicopter (actuators) param-
eters.
In order to make these trade-off studies quantitatively, a trade-off criterion is re-
quired. A natural choice for this criterion is the optimization objective (actuator RMS
rate). In fact we used the following normalized measure
actuator effort def actuator RMS rate
actuator rate limit E [0, 1]. (6.1)
In addition to the trade-off studies we tested the robustness of the FCS design to
perturbations in hover flight conditions.
6.2 Performance to specification
In this set of trade-off studies we tried to "push" the helicopter optimal performance
as high as possible. That is, we tried to drive the nominal optimal design (LEVEL 1)
to higher performance levels. As the design target (the highest level) we have chosen
LEVEL 1 for "target acquisition and tracking" ([12], Paragraph 3.3). This level is
marked as "LEVEL 1+1" in Table 6.1 (note that LEVEL 1+1 _ LEVEL 2). Using






















Table 6.1: ADS-33C design levels > 1 for hover.
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BandWidth[rad/sec] Step[deg]
Figure 6.1: Definition of levels > 1. LEVEL 1+# where # = a/b.
LEVEL 1+1 as shown in Figure 6.1. Recall from [12] that only Spec 1 (for roll and
yaw channels) and Spec 3 (for all channels) are changed. In the first step, using only
a few C-O iterations, we achieved the design LEVEL 1+0.5 of Figure 6.2. Note that
the new dashed-dotted line indicates the boundaries of LEVEL 1+0.5 (for Spec 1 and
Spec 3). However in the second step, when we tried to achieve the LEVEL 1+0.75
C-O got stuck in Phase 2 (see Figure 6.3).
Using the list of Section 2 we performed a one-dimensional analysis along the a¢
axis of the d.p.'s space (all other d.p.'s are frozen). The quickness ratios of the three
points of Spec 3 for the yaw channel, as a function of a¢, are shown in Figure 6.4
where the dotted line indicates the minimum required quickness ratio (the spec line).
The feasible set for a_ is the intersection of the three line segments for which the
quickness ratios of Figure 6.4 are above the spec line. Therefore the feasible set for
LEVEL 1+0.75 is empty (the quickness ratio of the second point in Figure 6.4 is below
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Figure 6.4: Yaw quickness ratios as function of a_. Dashed lines - Spec 3 boundaries
of Level 1+0.75.
the spec line for all a¢).
Reducing the specification level (spec line), we found that the maximum # is 0.65.
In Figure 6.6 we can see the actuator effort as a function of # for all three channels.
For the nominal design (# = 0) all actuators have about the same effort (20 - 30%).
However increasing # (the required performance level) causes the effort of the tail rotor
actuator (yaw) to increase while that of the main rotor actuators remain (almost) the
same. That is, high level helicopter performance in hover is limited by the performance
(size ?) of the tail rotor actuator.
The change of the d.p.'s as a function of # is shown in Figure 6.5. Note that
C-O increases the feedforward poles a¢ and a¢ to achieve the quickness requirement.
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Figure 6.7: Definitions of the limits factor p and the time-constant factor v.
6.3 Performance to actuator limits
The actuator trade-off parameters are the rate and stroke limits and the time-constant.
The corresponding factors tt • [0.5, 2] (for limits) and v • [0.5, 2] (for time-constant)
are defined in Figure 6.7. Note that each one of these parameters was changed simul-
taneously for all three channels.
The design for # • [0.75, 2] is (almost) the same as for the nominal design (see for
example Figure 6.8 for tt -- 2). However trying to achieve LEVEL 1 performance with
# = 0.5 C-O got stuck. Again we performed a one-dimensional analysis along the a¢
axis for three values of p, 0.5, 0.625, and 0.75 as shown in Figure 6.9. We saw that,
for tt = 0.5 and # = 0.625, the feasible set of _ is empty (the quickness ratios for
the third point are below the spec line). We also found that tt = 0.65 is the minimum
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Figure 6.8: Nominal design for # = 2; A - pitch, V - roll, O - yaw, • - not in the
desired level.
admissible limit factor. The performance map for this case is shown in Figure 6.10.
From Figure 6.11 it can be seen that the actuator RMS rates change very little as
# increases. This makes the actuator effort decrease approximately as 1/#. Parameter
changes as function of # are shown in Figure 6.12. Note that generally rate saturation
improves the effective "damping ratio" of the system. That is, increasing # reduces
the effective damping ratio. In order to compensate for this loss of damping, C-O
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Figure 6.9: Plot of the roll quickness as a function of a¢ for different actuator limits.
Horizontal axes- a_ [tad/seal. Vertical axes- quickness [1/seal. Dashed lines- a¢ of
the last iteration. Dotted lines- spec.
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Figure 6.11: Actuator effort as a function of #.
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Figure 6.13: (a) and (b) consider the saturation, while (c) and (d) do not. (a) and
(c) use the RMS autuator rate as the objective function. (b) and (d) use the RMS
actuator stroke as the objective function, o - nominal design. * - optimal design. Solid
line - 50% time constant. Dashed line - 65%. Dash-dotted line - 100%.
6.4 Performance to actuator time-constants
In the second performance/hardware trade-off study, we first checked "slower" actu-
ators (i.e., u E (1, 2]). The helicopter optimal performance for u E (1, 1.75] does not
change much. However LEVEL 1 performance for v = 2 is difficult to achieve (design
requires many human/C-O design iterations).
Apparently "faster" actuators should give better results. However checking v =
0.5, C-O moved the nominal yaw quickness solution (performance) from (above) the
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Figure 6.15: Actuator effort as a function of v
the a_ axis (Figure 6.13), we can see that the objective function (Figure 6.13-a) is
not smooth for all a¢. Note that (_¢optim,1 > C_¢nomlnal' thus the optimal performance
is above the LEVEL 1 boundary (yaw quickness c((_¢_). From Figure 6.13 we also
conclude that the other objective function candidates are not smooth everywhere (al-
though RMS stroke looked better). Decreasing v for actuators with fixed rate and
stroke limits causes the actuators to act (almost) like relays. Indeed from Figure 6.14
it can be seen that actuators with v _ 0.65 have "limit-cycle" response type. That is,
they may achieve the same performance level but with much higher effort as shown in
Figure 6.15. Parameter changes for this trade-off study are shown in Figure 6.16.
6.5 Robustness tests
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Figure 6.17:10 kts perturbed hover level-flights.
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Figure 6.18: Performance for perturbed-hover;/k - pitch, V - roll, 0 - yaw.
The helicopter performance has been checked for four 10 kts perturbed level-flights
about hover as shown in Figure 6.17. The results of the nominal optimal design applied
to the perturbed-hover flight conditions are shown in Figure 6.18. Recall that using
actuator "energy" as the design objective makes the optimal design converge to some
(LEVEL 1) boundaries. Therefore using only this design methodology may lead to
poor robustness. Robustness considerations may be included in the design process as




• A new rotorcraft FCS design methodology, based on multicriterion optimization,
was presented.
• Using this approach, the FCS designer uses optimization (C-O) to tune the
parameters of a fixed-structure controller. The designer has to monitor the
process continuously and interrupt if necessary.
• In addition to his "engineering" skills (knowledge, experience, and intuition),
the designer has to develop "optimization" skills.
• Today's computers are powerful enough to make this method a real design tool.
7.2 UH-60A in hover - results
• Level 1 feasible and optimal solutions for the UH-60A in hover were found using
this multicriterion-optimization-based design method.
• Higher performance levels may be achieved without changing the helicopter pa-
rameters, but higher actuator effort is required. The "Level 1 + 1" can not be
achieved with the current actuators.
• For level 1 performance, increasing actuator limits does not improve the rotor-
craft performance or the optimization criterion (except for the obvious reduction
of actuator effort).
• The actuator time-constant has naturally an upper bound (200%). Practically
it also has a lower bound (,-_ 70%). Below this bound the actuator may oscillate
as can be seen in Figure 6.14.
• Using an objective function which "pushes" the optimal solutions to the bound-
aries of the feasible set leads to poor robustness.
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7.3 Future work
Many theoretical and practical questions remain open for further research. First, in
order to demonstrate the usefulness of this design methodology, it should be applied
to other design tasks (e.g., other flight conditions, other helicopters, etc.). The hu-
man/process interface has to be simplified so this method can be used as a real design
tool. In addition some special issues in modeling, translating handling qualities re-
quirements, improving robustness, etc., have to be further studied.
Second, the specific design problem (UH-60A in hover) has to be completed, includ-
ing: rerunning the trade-off studies for the correct "broken-loop" scheme (see Section
4), updated parameters (e.g., smaller time-delays), and updated specifications (e.g.,
Spec 3 for yaw channel).
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List of all the required computer codes
C-O problem description files (PDF)
ADOCS- Main C-O PDF
,/
/* ADOCS - PDF File */
/* Gil Yudilevitch ISR 11-11-93 */
/* */
include "dp_adocs" /* Defines design parameters






global double geto(name, t, dt)
global char *name;




global i = t/dr + 1.5;










"object.sat" /* objective - actuator RMS rate */
"stable.all" /* stability */













/* stability margins ,/
/* attitude quickness ,/
/* interaxis coupling ,/
/* wind gust rejection ,/
/*============: adocs */
spec*.chn- objective and constraint files
* - Spec number (1,2,3,4,5); chn - channel (pit,rol,yaw)
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/* OBJECTIVE - Min. Actuator RMS Rates */
/* Ref. briefing 04-94 */
/* Included file of ADOCS */


















good value = 0.000








constraint "stable all" hard
{
return getout("eigen_A", I) ;
}
<=
good value = 0.000
bad value = 0.001
/* ........ END OF stable.all ......... */
/* SPECIFICATION 1 - Small Amplitude, Short Term Response
/* Bandwidth & Phasedelay
/* Pitch (ref. ADS-33C 3.3.2.1)
/* Included file of ADOCS.PDF








constraint "pit bw pd" soft
{













/*=: END OF specl.pit .... :==:::::::::::::::*/
:_:::::::::=::::::*/
/* SPECIFICATION 1 - Small Amplitude, Short Term Response */
/* Bandwidth & Phasedelay */
/* Roll (ref. ADS-33C 3.3.2.1) */
/* Included file of ADOCS.PDF */
/* Gil Yudilevitch ISR 09-09-92 */
I* ............................ ,I
constraint "rol bw pd" soft
{












I* END OF specl.rol *I
/, .......... ,/
/* SPECIFICATION 1 - Small Amplitude, Short Term Response *I
/* Bandwidth & Phasedelay */
I* Yaw (ref. ADS-33C 3.3.5.1) */
/* Included file of ADOCS.PDF */
/* Gil Yudilevitch ISR 09-09-92 */
I, ......... .I
constraint "yaw bw pd" soft
{





constraint "yaw Td" hard
{




bad value = 0.0001
I* END OF specl.yaw
/* *I
*I
I* SPEC 2 - Small Amplitude, Mid Term Response
I* Relative Stability (replaces: Damping Ratio)
/* Pitch (ref. ADS-33C 3.3.2.2, briefing 10-93)










constraint "pit damp" soft
{







/* SPEC 2 - Small Amplitude, Mid Term Response
/* Relative Stability (replaces: Damping Ratio)
/* Pitch (ref. ADS-33C 3.3.2.2, briefing 10-93)
/* Included file of ADOCS


















/* SPEC 2 - Small Amplitude, Mid Term Response
/* Relative Stability (replaces: Damping Ratio)
/* Pitch (ref. ADS-33C 3.3.5.2, briefing 10-93)
/* Included file of ADOCS








constraint "yaw damp" soft
{







/* SPEC3 - Moderate Amplitude, Attitude Quickness
/* q_pk/theta_pk
/* Pitch (ref. ADS-33C 3.3.3)
/* Included file of ADOCS







constraint "pit quick1" soft
{






constraint "pit quick2" soft
{





constraint "pit quick3" soft
{






/* SPEC3 - Moderate Amplitude, Attitude Quickness */
/* p_pk/phi_pk */
/* Roll (ref. ADS-33C 3.3.3) */
/* Included file of ADOCS */
/* Gil Yudilevitch ISR 11-11-93 */
/, .............. ,/
constraint "rol quickl" soft
{





constraint "rol quick2" soft
{





constraint "rol quick3" soft
{
return getout("roll_r3s", I) ;
}
>=
_ood value = 0.00
ad_value -0.07
/* spec3.rol
/* SPEC3 - Moderate Amplitude, Attitude Quickness */
/* r_pk/psi_pk */
/* Yaw (ref. ADS-33C 3.3.6) */
/* Included file of ADOCS */
/* Gil Yudilevitch ISR 11-11-93 */
/* .........*/
constraint "yaw quick1" soft
{






constraint "yaw quick2" soft
{




bad value = -0.07








/* SPECIFICATION 4 - Decoupling
/* theta/delta_phi
/* Pitch (ref. ADS-33C 3.3.9.2)
/* Included file of ADOCS.PDF






functional_constraint "pit dec up" soft
for t from 0 to 4 by dt
{ import dr;
return geto("pitch_d", t, dt)-0.25; }
<= good_curve = { return 0.00; }
bad_curve = { return 0.05; }
functional_constraint "pit dec Io" soft
for t from 0 to 4 by dt
{ import dr;
return geto("pitch_d", t, dt)+0.25; }
>= good_curve = { return 0.00; }
bad_curve = { return -0.05; }
,======== END OF spec4.pit ,/
/*=
/* SPECIFICATION 4 - Decoupling
/* phi/delta-theta
/* Roll (ref. ADS-33C 3.3.9.2)
/* Included file of ADOCS.PDF







functional_constraint "rol dec up" soft
for t from 0 to 4 by dt
{ import dr;
return geto("roll_d", t, dr)-0.25; }
<= good_curve = { return 0.00; }
bad_curve = { return 0.05; }
functional_constraint "rol dec io" soft
for t from 0 to 4 by dt
{ import dt;
return geto("roll_d", t, dt)+0.25; }
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>= good_curve = { return 0.00; }
bad_curve = { return -0.05; }




/* SPECIFICATION 4 - Decoupling
/* yaw/collective
/* Yaw (ref. ADS-33C 3.3.9.1)
/* Included file of ADOCS.PDF








functional_constraint "yaw decl u" soft
for t from 3 to tf by dt
{ import dt;
return geto("yaw_dl", t-3, dt)-5; }
<= good_curve = { return 0.0; }
bad_curve = { return 0.5; }
functional_constraint "yaw dec1 i" soft
for t from 3 to tf by dt
{ import dt;
return geto("yaw_dl", t-3, dt)+5; }
>= good_curve = { return 0.0; }
bad_curve = { return -0.5; }
constraint "yaw dec2 d" soft
{









I* SPECIFICATION 5 - Wind-Gust Rejection
I* Pitch (ref. M. Tischler 9126/90)
/* Included file of ADOCS.PDF






functional_constraint "p _ust p u" soft
for t from 0 to I0 by dtg
{ import dtg;
return geto("pitch_g", t, dtg)-4; }
<= good_curve = { return 0.0; }
bad_curve = { return 0.3; }
functional_constraint "p gust p i" soft
for t from 0 to I0 by dig
{ import dtg;
return geto("pitch_g", t, dig)+4; }
>= good_curve = { return 0.0; }
bad_curve = { return -0.3; }
functional constraint "p gust t u" soft
for t from lO+dtg to tfg by dtg
{ import dtg;
return geto("pitch_g", t, dig)-0.4; }
<= good_curve = { return 0.00; }
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bad curve = { return 0.03; }
functional_constraint "p gust t I" soft
for t from lO+dtg to tfg by dtg
{ import dtg;
return geto("pitch_g", t, dtg)+0.4; }
>= good_curve = { return 0.00; }
bad curve = { return -0.03; }
/,= END OF spec5.pit ,/
/* SPECIFICATION 5 - Wind-Gust Rejection
/* Roll (ref. M. Tischler 9/26/90)
/* Included file of ADOCS.PDF






functional_constraint "r gust p u" soft
for t from 0 to I0 by dig
{ import dtg;
return geto("roll_g", t, dtg)-4; }
<= good curve = { return 0.0; }
bad curve = { return 0.3; }
functional_constraint "r _ust p l" soft
for t from 0 to 10 by dtg
{ import dtg;
return geto("roll g", t, dtg)+4; }
>= good curve = { return 0.0; }
bad_curve = { return -0.3; }
functional_constraint "r gust t u" soft
for t from lO+dtg to tfg by dtg
{ import dtg;
return geto("roll_g", t, dtg)-0.4; }
<= good curve = { return 0.00; }
bad curve = { return 0.03; }
functional constraint "r gust t l" soft
for t f_om 10+dtg to tfg by dtg
{ import dig;
return geto("roll_g", t, dtg)+0.4; }
>= good_curve = { return 0.00; }
bad curve = { return -0.03; }
/, END OF spec5.rol ,/
,/
I* SPECIFICATION 5 - Wind-Gust Rejection
I, Yaw (ref. M. Tischler 9126/90)
/* Included file of ADOCS.PDF







functional_constraint "y gust p u" soft
for t from 0 to 10 by dtg
{ import dtg;
return geto("yaw g", t, dig)-4; }
<= good curve = { return 0.0; }
bad curve = { return 0.3; }
functional_constraint "y gust p i" soft
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for t from 0 to I0 by dtg
{ import dtg;
return geto("yaw_g", t, dtg)+4; }
>= good curve = { return 0.0; }
bad curve = { return -0.3; }
functional constraint "y gust t u" soft
for t from lO+dtg to tfg by dtg
{ import dtg;
return geto("yaw g", t, dtg)-0.4; }
<= good curve = { return 0.00; }
bad_curve = { return 0.03; }
functional_constraint "y gust t I" soft
for t from lO+dtg to tfg by dtg
{ import dtg;
return geto("yaw g", t, dtg)+0.4; }
>= good curve = { return 0.00; }
bad curve = { return -0.03; }
END OF spec5.yaw
A.2 MATLAB simulation files
init.m - Initialization file (run only once for each C-O run)
*****************************************************************************
System Initialization File for ADOCS
init.m CONSOL-MATLAB file
Continous-Linear Model for specs: I (Bandwidth-Phase delay) & 2 (stability
margins) & 5 (Wind-gust).
Discrete-Nonlinear Model for specs: 3 (Quickness) & 4 (coupling).














FLIGHT = 'h'; _ Flight conditions (about hover)
Operating system: 0 - DOS (PC); i - UNIX (Working station).
Matlab run type: 0 - C-O/MATLAB run; i - autonomous MATLAB run.
C-O run type: 0 - Background; 1 - interactive.
Contineuos performance level (0,i): 0 - Level i, 1 - Level i+.
Actuator limits: actual_limit = LIMIT*nominal_limit.
Actuator time const. (TC): actual_TC = TIME*nominal_TC.




10 kts each direction
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7. Sampling rate 30 Hz
7. Command Type Time Axis
7. Index for 1 _ 3 sec.




7. i. Helicopter 6 DOF Dynamics + Rotor Aerodynamics
7. Linear Continuous Time Model
7. # of states
7. # of inputs
7. # of outputs
= 11 ( 9 for 6 dof dynamics + 2 for rotor aerodynamics )
= 4




















linear velocity along X axis 1
linear velocity along Y axis 2
linear velocity along Z axis 3 * 5 4
angular velocity about X axis 4 * 6
angular velocity about Y axis 5 * 7
angular velocity about Z axis 6 4
angle about X axis 7 2
angle about Y axis 8 I
angle about Z axis 9 3
longitudinal flap (-als) i0
lateral flap (-bls) ii
linear velocity [ft /sec]
angular velocity [rad/sec]
helicopter angle [rad ]





* - used for NL only
delta_# [in]
BlOto4 = zeros(lO,4); % Trans. I0 (UMGENHEL) --> 4 inputs
BlOto4(l,2) = 1; BlOto4(2,1) = I; BlOto4(4,3) = 1; BlOto4(3,4) = 1;
7. Continueous Time
. ................











' -ascii;']); 7. Load A,B UMGENHEL matrices for Unix







7. Load A,B UMGENHEL matrices for PC






Dp = zeros(4,4) ;
[Apm, Bpm, Cpm, Dpm] =modred (Ap, Bp, Cp, Dp, [I0,11] ) ; Y, Reduced to 9 states for
Y, "inverse plant" parameters
Discrete Time
[Apd,Bpd] = c2d(Ap,Bp ,dt); _ digital ZDH equivalence for the plant
Pure Delay 2_nd Order Pade Approximation (for the continuous linear part !!)
........................................
Total Delay was taken equal for all channels. Total delay for Pitch
from Mark's AIAA paper is 223 ms ==> 200 ms "pure" and 25 ms Actuator





















Z NONLINEAR SATURATIONS :-
*** All data is given at cockpit units (i.e., in's of stick or pedal)
*** The trim (hover) conditions set to be zero (see table below)
*** The swashplate mechanizem ("limits coupling") is NOT taken in acount
*** The rate limits are taken as: full strok per 1 sec
Command Limits Table, Ref. Sikorsky SER 70452 p 6.16 Fig. 6.3.1
.......................... . .......... . ....................................
channel i Pitch I Roll I Yaw I Collective i
actual J-5.0 +0.2 +5.01-5.0 -0.5 +5.01-2.69 +0.85 +2.69_ 0.0 +5.0 +10.01
simulationl-5.2 0.0 +4.81-4.5 0.0 +5.51-3.54 0.00 +1.841-5.0 0.0 + 5.01
Csl = LIMIT*[ -5.2 -4.5 -3.54 -5]; _ Displacement (Commands) Lower Limits
Csu = LIMIT*[ 4.8 5.5 1.84 5]; _ Displacement (Commands) Upper Limits
Rsl = LIMIT*[-10 -10 -5.38 -10]; _ Rate Lower Limits
Rsu = LIMIT*[ 10 10 5.38 10]; _ Rate Upper Limits




Closed-Loop (Design) Parameters, Initial Values
...............................................
Design parameters
if MATLAB == i,
dp_NOM
_Kr_p=O; Kp_r=O; Kc_y=O; _ Crossfeed gains (for decentralized control)
end;
Inverse plant (ff) constants
............................
FGtet = Bpm(5,1); FGphi = Bpm(4,2); FGpsi = Bpm(6,3);
FTtet = -Apm(5,5); FTphi = -Apm(4,4); FTpsi = -Apm(6,6);
Time Response Inputs
DtR = pi/180;
Stet = DtR*[ 5,17.5,30];
Sphi =-DtR*[lO,35 ,60]; _ the worst direction (nonsymmetric saturation)










Level 1 curve for spec 1
........................
Ts = [0.000 0.025 0.050 0.075 0.100 0.125 0.150 0.175 0.200 ...
0.225 0.250 0.275 0.300 0.325 0.350 0.375 0.400];
Ws = [2.005 2.005 2.005 2.005 2.005 2.005 2.005 2.105 2.235 ...
2.405 2.685 3.005 3.275 3.505 3.905 4.155 4.455];
PLl=polyfit(Ts,Ws,6);
Ws = Ws + 1.5*LEVEL;
PL =polyfit(Ts,Ws,6);
LEVEL factors for spec 3
........................
d3pl = 0.93; d3p2 = 0.78; d3p3 = 0.68;
d3rl = 0.96; d3r2 = 0.50; d3r3 = 0.10;
d3yl = 0.98; d3y2 = 0.76; d3y3 = 0.64;
Optimization Parameters (optional for interactive C-O/MATLAB run)
.......................





Iter=-l; iter=[]; wirer=[]; www=[]; kkk=[];
perf=[]; dps=[]; grad=[]; bad=BAD;
end;
SIMU.MAT saved variables, default values
........................................
pitch_dist=O; roll_dist=O; yaw_dist=O; pitch_bw =0; roll_bw =0; yaw_bw =0;
pitch_pd =0; roll_pd =0; yaw_pd =0; pitch_damp=O; roll_damp=OF yaw_damp=OF
pitch_rls =0; roll_rls =0; yaw_rls =0; pitch_r2s =0; roll_r2s =0; yaw_r2s =0;
pitch_r3s =0; roll_r3s =0; yaw_r3s =0; pitch_d =0; roll_d =0; yaw_dl =0;
yaw_d2 =0; pitch_g =0; roll_g =0; yaw_g =0; eigen_A =0; OBJ =0;
pitch_Wco =0; roll_Wco =0; yaw_Wco =0; pitch_AE =0; roll_AE =0; yaw_AE =0;
Name='Gil Yudilevitch';
Date=amdate;
************** end of init.m ********************************************
simu.m- Main simulation file
System Simulation File for ADOCS
simu.m CONSOL-MATLAB file
Continous-Linear Model for specs: 1 (Bandwidth-Phase delay) & 2 (stability
margins) & 5 (Wind-gust).
Discrete-Nonlinear Model for specs: 3 (Quickness) & 4 (coupling).
Gil Yudilevitch ISR - UMD 04-09-94
*****************************************************************************
X
Z Feedforward (including Model Following & "Inverse Closed-Loop")
...............................................................
if MATLAB==I, disp('Feedforward control'); end;
Continuous Time
[Af_tet,Bf_tet,Cf_tet,Df_tet] = ...
tf2ss(Mtet'2*[i/FGtet Kq+I/FGtet/FTtet Ktet],[l 2*Mtet Mtet_2]);
[Af_phi,Bf_phi,Cf_phi,Df_phi] = ...
tf2ss(Mphi^2*[i/FGphi Kp+I/FGphi/FTphi Kphi],[l 2*Mphi Mphi^2]);
[Af_psi,Bf_psi,Cf_psi,Df_psi] = ...







if MATLAB==I, disp('Crossfeed control'); end;
Kcf = [1 Kr_p 0 0
Kp_rl O0
79
0 0 i Kc_y
0 0 0 I];
Bocf = Bo*Kcf; Docf= Do*Kcf;
% Stabilization Feedback Gains Matrix
...................................
if MATLAB==I, disp('Feedback control'); end;
Y, u v w p q r phi theta psi blc bls
H: [...
0 0 0 0 Kq 0 0 Ktet 0 0 0
0 0 0 Kp 0 0 Kphi 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 Kr 0 0 Kpsi 0 0






order and # of states:
6 - Feedforward
8 Delay (4 x 2nd order Pade apprx.)
4 Swashplate actuators





% Linear "Broken-Loop" (open-loop)
................................
HH(I,17) = O; HH(I,20) = O;
[Aol,Bol,Col,Dol] = ...
series(Ao-Bocf*HH,Bocf(:,l),Cor(l,:),Docf(l,l),O,i,Ktet,Kq);
HH(I,17) = Kq; HH(1,20) = Ktet;
HH(2,16) = O; HH(2,19) = O;
[Ao2,Bo2,Co2,Do2] = ...
series(Ao-Bocf*HH,Bocf(:,2),Cor(2,:),Docf(2,2),O,l,Kphi,Kp);
HH(2,16) = Kp; HH(2,19) = Kphi;
HH(3,18) = O; HH(S,21) = O;
[AoS,BoS,CoS,DoS] = ...
series(Ao-Bocf*HH,Bocf(:,S),Cor(3,:),Docf(S,3),O,I,Kpsi,Kr);
HH(S,18) = Kr; HH(S,21) = Kpsi;
% Nonlinear Closed-Loop (Time Response)
.....................................
% Command Response I oredr and # of states:
% 6 Feedforward
4 Swashplate actuators
ii 6 DOF + rotor (outputs: theta, phi, psi, p, q, r, w)
if MATLAB==I, disp('Nonlinear step response:'); end;
% Pitch input
nR=l;
if SPECS == i,
aR=pilot(t,Stet(S),Stet(1),'p'); drsc; Xll = X; Ur11 = Us;





aR=pilot(t,Stet(3),Stet(2),'p'); drsc; X12 = X;
if MATLAB==I,
disp(' Pitch Medium');
Ur12 = Us; Us12 = Xs(1:nt,:);
end;
end;
if (SPEC3+SPEC4) >= 1,
aR=pilot(t,Stet(3),Stet(3),'p'); drsc; X13 = X;
if MATLAB==I,
disp(' Pitch Large');





if SPEC3 == 1,
aK=pilot(t,Sphi(3),Sphi(1),'p'); drsc; X21 = X; Ur21 = Us;




aK=pilot(t,Sphi(3),Sphi(2),'p'); drsc; X22 = X;
if MATLAB==I,
disp(' Roll Medium');
Ur22 = Us; Us22 = Xs(l:nt,:);
end;
end;
if (SPEC3+SPEC4) >= 1,
aR=pilot(t,Sphi(3),Sphi(3),'p'); drsc; X23 = X;
if MATLAB==I,
disp(' Roll Large');





if SPEC3 == i,
aR=pilot(t,Spsi(3),Spsi(1),'r'); drsc; X31 = X; Ur31 = Us;




aK=pilot(t,Spsi(3),Spsi(2),'r'); drsc; X32 = X;
if MATLAB==I,
disp(' Yaw Medium');
Ur32 = Us; Us32 = Xs(l:nt,:);
end;
aR=pilot(t,Spsi(3),Spsi(3),'r'); drsc; X33 = X;
if MATLAB==I,
disp(' Yaw Large');





if SPEC4 == i,
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aK=pilot(t,Scol,Scol,'p'); drsc; X41 = X;
if MATLAB==I,
disp(' Collective');
Ur41 = Us; Us41 = Xs(1:nt,:);
end;
end;
if SPEC5 == i,
Linear Wind Gust response
.........................
Gust Response I States order:
6 - Gust model
8 - Pure delay
4 - Swashplate actuators
11 - 6 DOF + rotor (outputs: theta, phi, psi)
[Agc,Bgc,Cgc,Dgc]=series(Ag,Bg,Cg,Dg,Ac,Bgg,Co,Docf);
[ygl,x] = step(Agc,Bgc(:,l),Cgc(l,:),Dgc(l,1),l,tg);
pitch up=x(:,08); pitch ur=K(1)*(x(:,O8)-x(:,15));
[yg2,x] = step(Agc,Bgc(:,2),Cgc(2,:),Dgc(2,2),l,tg);
roll_up =x(:,lO); roll_ur =K(2)*(x(:,lO)-x(:,16));
[yg3,x] = step(Agc,Bgc(:,3),Cgc(3,:),Dgc(3,3),l,tg);
yaw up =x(:,12); yaw_ur =K(3)*(x(:,12)-x(:,17));
if MATLAB==I, disp('Linear wind-gust response');
if max(pitch_up) > Csu(1)
min(pitch up) < Csl(1)
disp('
end;





[ max(abs(pitch_ur)) > abs(Rsl(1)),
Warning: Pitch actuator is saturated !');
I ,, °
) max(abs(roll_ur)) > abs(Rsl(2)),
Warning: Roll actuator is saturated !');
if max(yaw_up) > Csu(3) I .,.
min(yaw_up) < Csl(3) I max(abs(yaw_ur)) > abs(Rsl(3)),




Y, New objectives (4/94)
.....................








if MATLAB==I, disp('Computing specs performance:'); end;
X Spec i
82
if SPEC1 == 1,
if MATLAB==I, disp(' Spec 1'); end;
[pitch_dist,pitch_bw,pitch_pd] = d_bw_pd(A,B,C,D,I,1,PLI); _ [ ,rad/sec,sec]
[roll_dist ,rol1_bw ,roll_pd ] = d_bw_pd(A,B,C,D,2,2,PL);
[yaw_dist ,yaw_bw ,yaw_pd ] = d_bw_pd(A,B,C,D,3,4,PL);
end;
7. Spec 2
if SPEC2 == I,
if MATLAB == i,





7. we are using GM & PM criterion instead of zeta
GMO=6; PMO=45; 7. standard gain and phase margin
[mol,pol]=bode(Aol,Bol,Col,Dol,l,wo);
[Gm,pitch_PM,Wg,pitch_Wco] = imargin(mol,pol,wo); pitch_GM = 20*loglO(Gm);
d_g_p = (pitch_GM/GMO-1)'2; d_p_p = (pitch_PM/PMO-l)^2;
if pitch_GM >= GMO & pitch_PM >= PMO, pitch_damp = O;
elseif pitch_GM >= GMO & pitch_PM < PMO, pitch_damp = d_p_p;
elseif pitch_GM < GMO & pitch_PM >= PMO, pitch_damp = d_g_p;
else, pitch_damp = d_g_p+d_p_p; end;
[mo2,po2]=bode(Ao2,Bo2,Co2,Do2,1,wo);
[Gm,roll_PM ,Wg,roll_Wco ] = imargin(mo2,po2,wo); roll_GM = 20*log10(Gm);
d_g_r = (rolI_GM/GMO-I)'2; d_p_r = (rolI_PM/PMO-1)^2;
if roll_GM >= GMO & roll_PM >= PMO, roll_damp = O;
elseif roll_GM >= GMO & roll_PM < PMO, roll_damp = d_p_r;
elseif roll_GM < GMO & roll_PM >= PMO, roll_damp = d_g_r;
else, roll_damp = d_g_r+d_p_r; end;
[mo3,po3]=bode(Ao3,Bo3,Co3,Do3,1,wo);
[Gm,yaw_PM ,Wg,yaw_Wco ] = imargin(mo3,po3,wo); yaw_GM = 20*loglO(Gm);
d_g_y = (yaw_GM/GMO-1)'2; d_p_y = (yaw_PM/PMO-1)'2;
if yaw_GM >= GMO & yaw_PM >= PMO, yaw_damp = O;
elseif yaw_GM >= GMO & yaw_PM < PMO, yaw_damp = d_p_y;
elseif yaw_GM < GMO & yaw_PM >= PMO, yaw_damp d_g_y;
else, yaw_damp = d_g_y+d_p_y; end;
end;
if SPEC3 == 1,









































if SPEC4 == 1,
if MATLAB==I, disp(' Spec 4'); end;
pitch_d = X23(l:121,18)/Sphi(3); Z [ ]
roll_d = X13(1:121,17)/Stet(3);
yaw_d1 = 180/pi*X41(t3:nt,16); _ [deg/sec]
Mr1 = max(X41(:,16)); Jr1 = find(X41(:,16) == Mr1); _ for w(t) < 0




a_y = (x_y-O.15)'2; b_y = (y_y-0.65)'2; c_y = (x_y+0.2)'2;
if (x_y >= 0.15) & (y_y < 0.65),
yaw_d2 = a_y;
elseif (x_y < -0.2) & (y_y < 0.65),
yaw_d2 = c_y;
elseif (x_y >= -0.2) & (x_y < 0.15) & (y_y >= 0.65),
yaw_d2 = b_y;
elseif (x_y >= 0.15) & (y_y >= 0.65),
yaw_d2 = a_y + b_y;
elseif (x_y < -0.2) & (y_y >= 0.65),















Z OBJ = 60*(pitch_Wco+roll_Wco+yaw_Wco)+pitch_AE+6*roll_AE+30*yaw_AE - i000;
if MATLAB==O,
save simu pitch_dist roll_dist yaw_dist .
pitch_bw roll_bw yaw_bw




pitch rls roll rls yaw_rls
pitch r2s roll r2s yaw r2s
pitch_r3s roll_r3s yaw r3s
84
pitch_d roll_d yaw_d1 yaw_d2 ...
pitch_g ro11_g yaw_g eigen_A ZOBJ
end;
Z ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ end of simu.m _____
*.m- MATLAB functions (used in simu.m)
function [d,Bw,Pd] = d_bw_pd(A,B,C,D,Iu,Iy,PL);
Calculate bandwidth [rad/sec] and phase-delay [sec] for
the SISO system (input lu output Iy) of:
dx/dt = Ax + Bu
Z y = Cx + Du
Then calculate the distance (d) of (Bw,Pd) for a given boundary
X curve (PL).
[d,Bw,Pd] = d_bw_pd(A,B,C,D,Iu,Iy)
MATLAB function for ADOCS
Gil Yudilevitch ISR 11-19-92
Calculate Bw
w=0.5; p=O;
for i = 1:3,
epsilon = O.l'(i-l);












for i = 1:5,
epsilon = O.l'(i-l);




























function Xd = delay(XX,D,k)
Delays the time vector XX(k) k=l,2,.., by D time units
% MATLAB function for ADOCS
% Gil Yudilevitch ISR 14-03-93
[m,n] = size(XX);
for i=l:n,






Digital Recursive Simulation Command (inputs)
Solve NON-LINEAR equations for simu.m (CONSOL-MATLAB file)
CAUTION: This is a MATLAB SCRIPT file !!!
Gil Yudilevitch ISR 02-04-93
Xf = zeros(nt,6 );











= Xf(k,:)*Cf' + R(k,:)*Df';






Xf(k+l,:) = Xf(k,:)*Afd' + R(k,:)*Bfd';
Xs(k+l,:) = Xs(k,:) + Us(k,:)*dt;






Z y (output component)
% ul/ ....
% l/




% x,y,l,u are all vectors of the same length
%
% y = limit(1,u,x)
MATLAB function for ADOCS
Gil Yudilevitch ISR 09-22-92
n=length(1);
for i=l:n,
if x(i) >= u(i), y(i)=u(i);
else,











% I a for yaw channel
% 'r'ate I /\
% llr \
% I \.... ->t
% MATLAB function for ADOCS
% Gil Yudilevitch ISR 06-02-94







for pitch and roll channels
A.3 Some M-files for design evaluation
specs.m- Performance map (color)








if SPEC1 == O,
[pitch_dist,pitch_bw,pitch_pd] = d_bw_pd(A,B,C,D,I,1,PL1);
[roll_dist ,roll_bw ,roll_pd ] = d_bw_pd(A,B,C,D,2,2,PL);




















if exist('COLOR') == O, title('Spec 1 : Bawdwidth & Phase-delay');
else, title('1 : BW vs. PD'); end;
ind=''; if pitch_dist > delta, ind='_'; end;
xtext([O,6],O.28,['1 ',ind],']',mp);
ind=''; if roll_dist > delta 2 ind='_'; end;
xtext([O,6],O.20,['2 ',ind],']',mp);
ind=''; if yaw_dist > delta, ind='_'; end;
xtext([O,6],O.12,['3 ',ind],']',mp);
ylabel('Phase delay [sec]'); xlabel('BandWidth [rad/sec]'); axis;
if exist('Title'), Tit=Title; else, Tit='UH-80 Hover performance'; end;
if exist('Iter'), if Iter >= 0,
Tit=[Tit,'; Completed ',num2str(Iter),' C-0 iterations'];
end; end;
if exist('DeGr'),








if exist('COLOR') == O, text(-2.5,.5,Tit); end;
hold off;
Spec 2
[Zeta,max_wn] = zeta(A,max([pitch_bw,roll_bw,yaw_bw])); _ [ ], [ ]
if SPEC2 == 0,
[mol,pol]=bode(Aol,Bol,Col,Dol,l,wo);
[Gm,pitch_PM,Wg,pitch_Wco] = imargin(mo1,pol,wo); pitch_GM = 20_loglO(Gm);
[mo2,po2]=bode(Ao2,Bo2,Co2,Do2,l,wo);
[Gm,roll_PM ,Wg,roll_Wco ] = imargin(mo2,po2,wo); roll_GM = 20*log10(Gm);
[mo3,po3]=bode(Ao3,Bo3,Co3,Do3,l,wo);
[Gm,yaw_PM ,Wg,yaw_Wco ] = imargin(mo3,po3,wo); yaw_GM = 20.1oglO(Gm);
end;
subplot(342);




if exist(_COLOR ') == O, title('Spec 2 : Stability margins');
else, title('2 : Stability margins'); end;
xlabel('GM [db]'); ylabel('PM [deg]'); bold on;
putfill(pitch_GM,pitch_PM,O,12,0,90,1);
putfill(roll_GM ,roll_PM ,0,12,0,90,2);
utfill(yaw_GM ,yaw_PM ,0,12,0,901_!; end;
nd=''; if pitch_damp > delta, ind= ;
xtext([O,12],63,['4 ',ind],']',mp);
ind=''; if roll_damp > delta, ind='*'; end;
xtext([0,12],45,['5 ',ind],']',mp);
ind=''; if yaw_damp > delta, ind='*'; end;
xtext([0,12],27,['6 ',ind],']',mp);
if exist('COLOR') == O,
text(-30,-30,['Wco = ',num2str(n2s(pitch_Wco,2)) ....
,, ',num2str(n2s(roll_Wco ,2)) ....
', ',num2str(n2s(yaw_Wco ,2)),' [rad/sec]']);
text( 5,-30,['Rxms = ',num2str(n2s(sqrt(pitch_AE/5),2)) ....
', ',num2str(n2s(sqrt(roll_AE/5) ,2)) ....
,, ',num2str(n2s(sqrt(yaw_AE/5) ,2)),' [in/sec]']);





if SPEC3 == 0,
nR=l;
aR=Stet(1); drscd; Xll = X;
aR=Stet(2); drscd; X12 = X;
aR=Stet(3); drscd; X13 = X;
nR=2;
aR=Sphi(1); drscd; X21 = X;
aR=Sphi(2); drscd; X22 = X;
























; drscmd; X31 = X;
; drscmd; X32 = X;






















Xps=[ 5 10 15 20 25 30] ;
Yps=[0.70 0.58 0.42 0.35 0.28 0.25];
Pp=polyfit(Xps,Yps,2) ; Xpi=5: .25:30; Yp=polyval(Pp,Xpi) ;
Xrs=[ 10 20 30 40 50 60] ;
Yrs=[1.39 1.07 0.90 0.80 0.75 0.70];
Pr=polyfit(Xrs,Yrs,2) ; Xri=lO: .5:60; Yr=polyval(Pr,Xri) ;
Xys=[ 10 20 30 40 50 60] ;
Yys=[1.42 1.06 0.79 0.54 0.43 0.36];
Py=polyfit(Xys,Yys,2) ; Xyi=lO: .5:60; Yy=polyval(Py,Xyi) ;
Ypsp=Yps+LEVEL*([1.63 1.42 1.25 1.10 1.00 0.93]-Yps);
Ppp=polyf it (Xps, Ypsp, 2) ; Ypp=polyval (Ppp, Xpi) ;
Yrsp=Yrs+LEVEL*([2.35 1.85 1.50 1.21 0.98 0.80]-Yrs);
Prp=polyf it (Xrs, Yrsp, 2) ; Yrp=polyval (Prp, Xri) ;
Yysp=Yys+LEVEL*([2.40 1.87 1.58 1.33 1.13 1.00]-Yys);













if exist('COLOR') == O, title('Spec 3 : Quickness P');
else, title('3 : Quickness P'); end;
axis(J0,35,0,2.5]); hold on;




ind=''; if pitch_rls < -delta, ind='_'; end;
xtext([0,35],l.75,['7 ',ind],']',mp);
ind=''; if pitch_r2s < -delta, ind='_'; end;
xtext([0,35],l.25,['8 ',ind],']',mp);





if LEVEL == O,
fill( [O,Xri,70,70,O], [Yr (i) ,Yr,Yr (ly) ,2.5,2.5], 'b',...
[0,Xri,70,70,60,50,0], [Yr (I) ,Yr,Yr (ly) ,0.4,0.4,0.45,0.45], 'r' ....
[0,50,60,70,70,0], [0.45,0.45,0.4,0.4,0,0], 'm') ;
else,
fill([O,Xri,70,70,O], [Yrp(1) ,Yrp,Yrp(ly) ,2.5,2.5], 'c' ....
[0, Xri, 70,70,Xri(ly:-l: 1) ,0] ....
[Yr (1) ,Yr,Yr(ly) ,Yrp(ly) ,Yrp(ly:-l: 1) ,Yrp(1)], 'b' ....
[0,Xri,70,70,60,50,0], [Yr(1) ,Yr,Yr(ly) ,0.4,0.4,0.45,0.45], 'r' ....
[0,50,60,70,70,0] ,[0.45,0.45,0.4,0.4,0,0] ,'m') ;
end;
if exist('COLOR') == O, title('Spec 3 : Quickness R');
else, title('3 : Quickness R'); end;
axis([0,70,O,2.5]); hold on;
xlabel('Step(R) [deg] ') ; ylabel('max(p)/Step(R) [1/sec] ') ;
putfill(lO,max(roll_rl) ,0,70,0,2.5,2) ;
putfill (35,max(roll_r2) ,0,70,0,2.5,2) ;
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putfill (60,max(roll_r3) ,0,70,0,2.5,2! ;
ind=''; if roll_rls < -delta. ind= * ; end;
xtext([0,70],l.75,['10 ',indj,']',mp);
ind =''; if roll r2s < -delta. ind ='*'; end;
xtext([0,70] ,1.25, ['ii ',indJ, '] ',mp) ;
ind ='': if roll r3s < -delta. ind ='*'; end;




if LEVEL == O,
fill( [O,Xyi ,70,70,0], [Yy (1) ,Yy,Yy(ly) ,2.5,2.5], 'b' ....
[0,Xyi,70,70,50,10,0], [Yy(1) ,Yy,Yy(ly) ,0.17,0.17,0.417,0.417], 'r',...








if exist('COLOR') == 0, title('Spec 3 : Quickness Y');
else, title('3 : Quickness Y'); end;
axis([0,70,0,2.5]); hold on;




nd="; if yaw_rls < -delta, ind='*'; end;
xtext([0,70],l.75,['13 ',ind],']',mp);
ind=''; if yaw_r2s < -delta, ind='*'; end;
xtext([0,70],l.25,['14 ',ind],'J',mp);




if SPEC4 == 0,
nR=4; aR=Scol; drscd; X41 = X;
pitch_d = X23(l:121,18)/Sphi(3); Z [ ]
roll_d = X13(l:121,17)/Stet(3);
yaw_dl = 180/pi*X41(t3:nt,15); _ [deg/sec]
Mrl = max(X41(:,16)); Jrl = find(X41(:,lS) == Mrl); _ for w(t) < 0




a_y = (x_y-0.15)'2; b_y = (y_y-0.65)'2; c_y = (x_y+0.2)'2;
if (x_y >= 0.15) & (y_y < 0.65),
yaw_d2 = a_y;
elseif (x_y < -0.2) & (y_y < 0.65),
yaw_d2 = c_y;
elseif (x_y >= -0.2) _ (x_y < 0.15) & (y_y >= 0.55),
yaw_d2 = b_y;
elseif (x_y >= 0.15) & (y_y >= 0.55),
yaw_d2 = a_y + b_y;
elseif (x_y < -0.2) & (y_y >= 0.55),








fill( [0,4,4,0],[-.25,-.25,.25 ,.25 ],'b' ....
[0,4,4,0],[ .25, .25,.60 ,.60 ],'r',...




plot(t(l:121),pitch_d,'y'); axis([O,4,-.75,.75]); hold off;
if exist('COLOR') == O, title('Spec 4 : Coupling P/R');
else, title('4 : Coupling P/R'); end;
xlabel('time [sec]'); ylabel('P/Step(R) ');





[0,4,4,0],[ .25, .25, .60 ,.60 ],'r' ....




plot(t(l:121),roll_d,'g'); axis([0,4,-.75,.75]); hold off;
if exist('COLOR') == O, title('Spec 4 : Coupling R/P');
else, title('4 : Coupling R/P'); end;
xlabel('time [sec]'); ylabel('R/Step(P) ');






[-.15,.2,.2,-.15],[0,0,.65,.65],'b'); axis([-1,1,O,l]); hold on;
if exist('COLOR') == O, title('Spec 4 : Coupling Y/C a');
else, title('4 : Coupling Y/C a'); end;
putfill(-x_y,y_y,-l,l,O,l,3);
xlabel('r3/lw(3)[ [deg/ft]'); ylabel('Irl/w(3)[ [deg/ft]'); hold off;
ind=''; if yaw_d2 > delta, ind='*'; end; xtext([-l,l],O.5,['18 ',ind],']',mp);
subplot(349); t3_5=3:dt:5;
fili([3,5,5,3],[-5 ,-5 ,5 ,5 ],'b',[3,5,5,3],[5,5,10,lO],'r' ....
[3,5,5,3],[-I0,-I0,-5,-5],'r'); hold on;
plot(t3_5,yaw_dl,'w'); axis([3,5,-lO,lO]); hold off;
if exist('COLOR') == O, title('Spec 4 : Coupling Y/C b');
else, title('4 : Coupling Y/C b'); end;
xlabel('time [sec]'); ylabel('r [deg/sec]');
ind=''; if max(abs(yaw_dl)) > 6+delta, ind='$'; end;
xtext([3,5],O,['19 ',ind],']',mp);
if exist('COLOR') == O,
text(2.5,-15,'level i - blue');
if LEVEL > O, text(5,-15,'level i+ - cyan '); end;
text(lO,-15,'pitch - yellow');
text(2.5,-17,'level 2 - red');
text(lO,-17,'roll - green');





if SPEC5 == O,
[Agc,Bgc,Cgc,Dgc]=series(Ag,Bg,Cg,Dg,Ac,Bgg,Co,Do);
[ygl,x] = etep(Agc,Bgc(:,l),Cgc(1,:),Dgc(1,1),l,tg);
pitch_up=x(:,8 ); pitch_ur=K(1)*(x(:,8 )-x(:,15));
[yg2,x] = etep(Agc,Bgc(:,2),Cgc(2,:),Dgc(2,2),l,tg);
roll up =x(:,lO); roll_ur =K(2)*(x(:,lO)-x(:,16));
[yg3,x] = etep(Agc,Bgc(:,3),Cgc(3,:),Dgc(3,3),l,tg);
yaw_up =x(:,12); yaw_ur =K(3)*(x(:,12)-x(:,17));







fill(Xr, [4,4,0.4,0.4,5,5] ,'r',Xr, [-4,-4,-0.4,-0.4,-5,-5] ,'r' ....
Xb,[-4,-4,-0.4,-0.4,0.4,0.4,4,4],'b'); hold on;
plot(tg,pitch_g,'y'); axis([0,40,-5,5]);
if exist('COLOR') == O, title('Spec 5 : Wind-Gust P');
else, title('5 : Wind-Gust P'); end;
xlabel('time [sec]'); ylabel('P [deg]'); hold off;
ind=''; if max(abs(pitch_g(l:nlO))) > 4+delta, ind='* '; end;
xtext([0,40] ,l, ['20 ',ind],']',mp);
ind=''; if max(abs(pitch_g(nlO+l:nfg))) > 0.4+delta, ind='*'; end;
xtext([0,40],-l,['21 ',ind],']',mp);
if max(pitch_up) > Csu(1) I ...
min(pitch_up) < Csl(1) I max(abs(pitch_ur)) > abs(Rsl(1)),
satp= 'Saturated ';
else, satp=''; end;
text (ii, 1.5,satp) ;
Y,R
subplot(3,4,11) ; roll_g;
fill(Xr, [4,4,0.4,0.4,5,5] ,'r' ,Xr, [-4,-4,-0.4,-0.4,-5,-5] ,'r' ....
Xb,[-4,-4,-0.4,-0.4,0.4,0.4,4,4],'b'); hold on;
plot(tg,roll_g,'g'); axis([O,40,-5,5]);
if exist('COLOR') == O, title('Spec 5 : Wind-Gust R');
else, title('5 : Wind-Gust R'); end;
xlabel('time [sec]'); ylabel('R [deg]'); hold off;
ind=''; if max(abs(roll_g(l:nlO))) > 4+delta, ind='*'; end;
xtext( [0,40] ,l, ['22 ',ind],']',mp);
ind=''; if max(abs(roll_g(nlO+l:nfg))) > 0.4+delta, ind='* '; end;
xtext([O,40],-l,['23 ',ind],']',mp);
if max(roll_up) > Csu(2) I ...
min(roll_up) < Csl(2) I max(abs(roll_ur)) > abs(Rsl(2)),
satr = 'Saturated ';
else, satr =''; end;






if exist('COLOR') == O, title('Spec 5 : Wind-Gust Y');
else, title('5 : Wind-Gust Y'); end;
xlabel('time [sec]'); ylabel('Y [deg]'); hold off;
ind="; if max(abs(yaw_g(l:nlO))) > 4+delta, ind='*'; end;
xtext([O,40],l,['24 ',ind],']',mp);
ind=''; if max(abs(yaw_g(nlO+l:nfg))) > 0.4+delta, ind='*'; end;
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xtext([0,40],-1,['25 ',ind],']',mp);
if max(yaw_up) > Csu(3) I ...





attitude.m - Attitude response
Z MATLAB M-file (SCRIPT !!!) for ATTITUDE CHANGE DISPLAY
%




























[X32(:, 19)/DtR,35*0] ,2) ;
[X33(:,19)/DtR,60*O],2);
actuator.m- Actuator rates and strokes
Z MATLAB M-file (SCRIPT !!!) for ACTUATOR RATES & STROKES DISPLAY
%
Gil Yudilevitch ISR 02-20-94
%
figure(l); clf;
subplot(3,4,1 ); nplot(t,Urll(:,l),2); title('Pitch'); ftext(-2,0,'Small');
subplot(3,4,5 ); nplot(t,Ur12(:,l),2); ftext(-2,-5,'Medium');









































B A tutorial example
In the following design example the initial controller is the final ADOCS design of [18],
with the crossfeed gains Krp, Kpr and Kcy initially set to zero. The final design is the
nominal optimal design (see Section 5). Two changes are implemented in this example.
First, a correct "broken-loop" scheme of Figure 4.3 is used (see Remark 4.3). Second,
updated (75 ms) time delays for all channels are used. This final optimal design has
better "damping" characteristics than the design of Section 5.
The tutorial example is a complete "record" of the screen (except some unnecessary
messages). In addition some comments are given following the % sign. They are not
generated by the computer during the design process.
X The following tap command only works in the GLUE (UMCP) system
archimedes:/software/control/adocs/pjpotter/adocs/convert: tap console
Convert the adocs file (which includes dp.adocs.fin) to adocs.o and adocs.d
X files for use by Solve
archimedes:/software/control/adocs/pjpotter/adocs/convert: convert adocs
Welcome to CONSOL-OPTCAD (TM)
CONVERT Version 1.2 (Released 5/92)
Copyright (c) 1991, University of Maryland at College Park.
All Rights Reserved.
(developed by Michael K.H. Fan, Andre L. Tits,




design parameter Ktet Is set to 10.40000
design parameter Kphi is set to 8.40000
design parameter Kpsi is set to 7.60000
design parameter Kq is set to 6.80000
design parameter Kp is set to 1.30000
design parameter Kr is set to 4.00000
design parameter Mtet is set to 2.00000
design parameter Mphi is set to 2.50000
design parameter Mpsi is set to 2.00000
design parameter Kr_p is set to 0.00000
design parameter Kp_r is set to 0.00000































































After copying adocs.d and adocs.o files to working solve directory,
change path to that directory and initiate the Solve command
archimedes:/software/control/adocs/pjpotter/adocs/convert: cd ../solve/1
archimedes:/software/control/adocs/pjpotter/adocs/solve/l: solve -matlab adocs
Welcome to CONSOL-0PTCAD (TM)
SOLVE Version 1.7 (Released 8/92)
Copyright (c) 1991, University of Maryland at College Park.
All Rights Reserved.
(developed by Michael K.H. Fan, Andre L. Tits,
Jian L. Zhou, Li-Sheng Wang and Jan Koninckx)
[loading/reading adocs.o and ...]
[reading adocs.d]
[calling simulator initialization (if any)]
[connecting to MATLAB engine ...]
[including file init.m ...]
[calling problem initialization (if any)]
type "help" for help
type "help info" for information







Print command to ensure correct initial design parameters
(dp's) were included
<0> print














Pcomb command to get an initial look at the
feasibility problem (note Phase 2)
<0> pcomb





CI stable a11 -6.04e-02
C2 pit bw pd O.OOe+O0
C3 pit Td -2.36e-01
C4 rol bw pd O.OOe+O0
C5 rol Td -2.70e-01
C6 yaw bw pd O.OOe+O0
C7 yaw Td -3.56e-01
C8 pit damp 2.72e-03
C9 rol damp O.OOe+O0
C10 yaw damp 6.68e-03
C11 pit quick1 4.24e-01
C12 pit quick2 6.26e-01
C13 pit quick3 6.07e-01
C14 rol quick1 -6.72e-01
C15 rol quick2 -2.54e-01
C16 rol quick3 -2.53e-01
C17 yaw quick1 8.31e-01
C18 yaw quick2 5.42e-01
C19 yaw quick3 5.80e-01
C20 yaw dec2 d 3.31e-03
FC1 pit dec up -1.94e-01
FC2 pit dec Io 2.50e-01
FC3 rol dec up -2.40e-01
FC4 to1 dec io 2.64e-02
FC5 yaw dec1 u -4.01e+00
FC8 yaw dec1 1 3.82e+00
FC7 p gust p u -2.22e+00
FC8 p gust p 1 3.92e+00
FC9 p gust t u -4.47e-01
FCIO p gust t 1 3.10e-01
FC11 r gust p u -2.92e-01
FC12 r gust p 1 3.57e+00
FC13 r gust t u -4.25e-01
FC14 r gust t I -1.61e-03
FC15 y gust p u -3.06e+00
FC16 y gust p I 3.96e+00
FC17 y gust t u -4.36e-01

























































































O.OOe+O0 <== I 3.00e-02
O.OOe+O0 :::::::::::::::::::::::: .......... 3.00e-02
command, connects to MATLAB to allow graphical interpretation of pcomb
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<0> sim
































C1 stable all -4.43e-02
C2 pit bw pd O.OOe+O0
C3 pit Td -2.30e=01
C4 rol bw pd O.OOe+00
C5 rol Td -2.85e-01
C6 yaw bw pd 0.OOe+O0
C7 yaw Td -3.56e-01
C8 pit damp 1.93e-03
C9 rol damp O.OOe+O0
CI0 yaw damp 1.34e-03
Cli pit quickl 4.34e-01
C12 pit quick2 6.33e-01
C13 pit quick3 6.11e-01
C14 rol quickl 4.20e-02
C15 rol quick2 3.00e-01
C16 rol quick3 -5.72e-02
C17 yaw quickl 8.23e-01
C18 yaw quick2 5.39e-01
C19 yaw quick3 5.59e-01
C20 yaw dec2 d 1.78e-03
FCl pit dec up -1.68e-01
FC2 pit dec Io 2.50e-01
FC3 rol dec up -2.50e-01
FC4 rol dec Io 3.48e-02
FC5 yaw dec1 u -4.14e+00
FC6 yaw dec1 1 4.20e+00
FC7 p gust p u -2.22e+00














































































< ...... = ........................... 3.00e-02
:::::::::::::::::::::::::: =-1.40e-02
<-- ........ ==== =....... 8.00e-02
[ * .............. 7.00e-02
<======= ...... =---= ............... 1,00e-01
<======= ...... =---= ......... 7,00e-02
<...... ====- ...... =...... ======== -4.00e-02
.................. :=*_ 2.00e-03
<== [ [ 5.00e-02
<...... ============ ............... 5.00e-02
<== I I 5.00e-02
• ............................... 5.00e-02
<== I I 5.00e-Of
<...... = .......................... 5.00e=01
<== I ) 3.00e-O1
< .......... = ........... 3.00e=01
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FC9 p gust t u -4.28e-01 O.OOe+O0 <== I
FCIO p gust t 1 2.98e-01 O.OOe+O0 <_- ......
FCII r gust p u -6.91e-01 O.OOe+O0 <== l
FC12 r gust p i 3.74e+00 O.OOe+O0 <........
FC13 r gust t u -4.57e-01 O.OOe+O0 <== I
FC14 r gust t 1 1.44e-01 O.OOe+O0 <........
FC15 y gust p u -3.07e+00 O.OOe+O0 <== )
FCI6 y gust p 1 3.97e+00 O.00e+O0 <........
FCI7 y gust t u -4.30e-01 O.OOe+O0 <== I
FC18 y gust t 1 3.17e-01 O.OOe+O0 <............
<2> sim


































Pcomb (Iter= 4) (Phase 2)
SPECIFICATION PRESENT
01 p_act_rate -9.19e+01
02 r_act rate -6.26e+01
03 y_act_rate -6.49e+01
C1 stable all -4.52e-02
C2 pit bw pd O.OOe+O0
C3 pit Td -2.30e-01
C4 rol bw pd O.OOe+O0
C5 rol Td -2.90e-01
C6 yaw bw pd O.OOe+O0
C7 yaw Td -3.56e-01
C8 pit damp 6.67e-05
C9 rol damp O.OOe+O0
CIO yaw damp O.OOe+O0
Cli pit quick1 4.27e-01
C12 pit quick2 6.25e-01
C13 pit quick3 6.04e-01
C14 rol quick1 2.46e-01
C15 rol quick2 5.71e-01
C16 rol quick3 9.74e-02
C17 yaw quick1 8.26e-01


































































< .... ===== ............ 4.00e-02
< ........ _==== ........ 3.00e-02
:::::::::::::::::::::: === -1.40e-02
< .... ===== ........................ 8.00e-02
<-- ....... -7.00e-02
























yaw dec2 d 0
pit dec up -1
pit dec io 2
rol dec up -2
rol dec io 4
yaw decl u -4
yaw decl 1 4
p gust p u -2











p gust t u -4.43e-01
p gust t I 2.89e-01
r gust p u -8.98e-01
r gust p 1 3.74e+00
r gust t u -4.53e-01
r gust t I 1.42e-01
y gust p u -3.09e+00
y gust p i 3.97e+00
y gust t u -4.31e-01
y gust t I 3.18e-01
<4> sim

















































CI stable all -4.53e-02
C2 pit bw pd O.OOe+O0
C3 pit Td -2.30e-01
C4 rol bw pd O.OOe+O0
C5 rol Td -2.91e-01
C6 yaw bw pd O.OOe+O0
C7 yaw Td -3.56e-01

































































































































yaw dec2 d O.OOe+O0
pit dec up -1.66e-01
pit dec io 2.50e-01
rol dec up -2.50e-01
rol dec lo 4.31e-02
yaw dec1 u -4.26e+00
yaw dec1 i 4.85e+00
p gust p u -2.19e+00
p gust p 1 3.96e+00
p gust t u -4.44e-01
p gust t i 2.88e-01
r gust p u -9.25e-01
r gust p i 3.74e+00
r gust t u -4.53e-01
r gust t 1 1.42e-01
y gust p u -3.09e+00
y gust p 1 3.97e+00
y gust t u -4.31e-01





























































.......... * I 1.00e-03






< .......................... - ...... 7.00e-02











< .... ======= .......... === -3.00e-01
<== 3.00e-02
< .... ======= ...................... 3.00e-02
<== 3.00e-01
<............... = ...... 3.00e-01
<== 3.00e-02
< ........... === -3.00e-02
<== I 3,00e-01
< ................................. 3.00e-01
<== _ I 3.00e-02
<....... ==== ...................... 3.00e-02















01 p_act_rate -9.19e+01 O.OOe+O0
02 r_act_rate -6.24e+01 O.OOe+O0
03 y_act_rate -6.49e+01 O.OOe+00
C1 stable all -4.53e-02 0.OOe+O0
C2 pit bw pd 0.00e+00 O.OOe+O0
C3 pit Td -2.30e-01 O.OOe+O0
C4 to1 bw pd O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
C5 rol Td -2.91e-01 O.OOe+O0
C6 yaw bw pd O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0






















































pit damp 1.34e-06 O.OOe+O0
to1 damp O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
yaw damp O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
pit quick1 4.25e-01 O.OOe+O0
pit quick2 6.24e-01 O.OOe+O0
pit quick3 6.02e-01 O.OOe+O0
to1 quick1 2.45e-01 O.OOe+O0
rol quick2 6.20e-01 O.OOe+O0
rol quick3 1.27e-01 O.OOe+O0
yaw quick1 8.27e-01 O.OOe+O0
yaw quick2 5.39e-01
yaw quick3 5.60e-01
yaw dec2 d O.OOe+O0
pit dec up -1.66e-01
pit dec io 2.50e-01
rol dec up -2.50e-01
rol dec io 4.35e-02
yaw dec1 u -4.26e+00
yaw dec1 i 4.87e+00
p gust p u -2.19e+00
p gust p 1 3.96e+00
p gust t u -4.45e-01
p gust t i 2.87e-01
r gust p u -9.35e-01
r gust p 1 3.74e+00
r gust t u -4.53e-01
r gust t 1 1.42e-01
y gust p u -3.09e+00
y gust p 1 3.97e+00
y gust t u -4.31e-01


























.......... * I 1.00e-03
.......... * I 1.00e-03
<==== ...... :-6.00e-02
<= ................................ 4.00e-02
< .......... =.... 3.00e-02
< ........... 1.40e-02
< ................ ==== .... 8.00e-02
<==== .................. = .......... 7.00e-02
< ........... 1.00e-01
Pcomb (Iter= 8) (Phase 2)
SPECIFICATION PRESENT GOOD
01 p_act rate -9.19e+01 O.OOe+O0
02 r_act_rate -6.24e+01 O.OOe+O0
03 y_act_rate -6.49e+01 O.OOe+O0
C1 stable all -4.54e-02 O.OOe+O0
C2 pit bw pd O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
C3 pit Td -2.30e-01 O,OOe+O0
C4 rol bw pd O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
C5 rol Td -2.91e-01 O.OOe+O0
C6 yaw bw pd O,OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
C7 yaw Td -3.56e-01 O.OOe+O0
C8 pit damp 2.67e-08 O.OOe+O0
C9 rol damp O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
CIO yaw damp O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
Cll pit quick1 4.25e-01 O.OOe+O0
C12 pit quick2 6.23e-01 O.OOe+O0
C13 pit quick3 6.02e-01 O.OOe+O0
C14 rol quick1 2.45e-01 O.OOe+O0
C15 to1 quick2 6.26e-01 O.OOe+O0
C16 rol quick3 1.31e-01 O.OOe+O0
C17 yaw quick1 8.27e-01 O.OOe+O0
C18 yaw quick2 5.39e-01 O.OOe+O0
C19 yaw quick3 5.60e-01 O.OOe+O0



















































< ....................... = ......... 6.00e-02





< ........ = ........................ 1.00e-01
< ................................. 7.00e-02
< .......... =........... 4.00e-02
.......... * J 2.00e-03
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FCI pit dec up -1.66e-01
FC2 pit dec io 2.50e-01
FC3 rol dec up -2.50e-01
FC4 rol dec io 4.36e-02
FC5 yaw decl u -4.26e+00
FC6 yaw decl 1 4.88e+00
FC7 p gust p u -2.19e+00
FC8 p gust p 1 3.96e+00
FC9 p gust t u -4.45e-01
FClO p gust t 1 2.87e-01
FCII r gust p u -9.41e-01
FCI2 r gust p 1 3.74e+00
FCI3 r gust t u -4.53e-01
FCI4 r gust t 1 1.42e-01
FCI5 y gust p u -3.09e+00
FCI6 y gust p 1 3.97e+00
FCI7 y gust t u -4.31e-01


















































Z Note numerous constraints on the "good" boundary, especially C8, use
'sim' to graphically display pcomb results
<8> sim






Push good value of C8 just above present value, using setgb command,
to shake process into phase 3









C1 stable all -4.54e-02
C2 pit bw pd O.OOe+O0
C3 pit Td -2.30e-01
C4 rol bw pd O.OOe+O0
C5 rol Td -2.91e-01
C6 yaw bw pd O.OOe+O0
C7 yaw Td -3.56e-01
C8 pit damp 2.67e-08
C9 rol damp O.OOe+O0
C10 yaw damp O.OOe+O0
Cll pit quick1 4.25e-01
C12 pit quick2 6.23e-01
C13 pit quick3 6.02e-01
C14 rol quick1 2.45e-01
C15 rol quick2 6.26e-01
C16 rol quick3 1.31e-01
C17 yaw quick1 8.27e-01
C18 yaw quick2 5.39e-01































































C20 yaw dec2 d O.OOe+O0
FC1 pit dec up -1.66e-01
FC2 pit dec io 2.50e-01
FC3 rol dec up -2.50e-01
FC4 rol dec io 4.36e-02
FC5 yaw dec1 u -4.26e+00
FC6 yaw dec1 1 4.88e+00
FC7 p gust p u -2.19e+00
FC8 p gust p 1 3.96e+00
FC9 p gust t u -4.45e-01
FCIO p gust t 1 2.87e-01
FC11 r gust p u -9.41e-01
FCI2 r gust p 1 3.74e+00
FC13 r gust t u -4.53e-01
FC14 r gust t I 1.42e-01
FCI5 y gust p u -3.09e+00
FCI6 y gust p i 3.97e+00
FC17 y gust t u -4.31e-01




















































Now in phase 3,
reduce priority
<8> setgb C ii =0
<8> setgb C 12 =0
<8> setgb C 13 =0
<8> setgb C 14 =0
<8> setgb C 15 =0
<8> setgb C 16 =0
<8> setgb C 17 =0
<8> setgb C 18 =0.
<8> setgb C 19 =0











Weight the first objective in order to push it toward the boundary
<8> setgb 0 1 =0,10
<8> run 0
<8> pcomb
Pcomb (Iter= 8) (Phase 3) (MAX_COST= -9.18756)
SPECIFICATION PRESENT GOOD
01 p_act_rate -9.19e+01 O.OOe+O0 <==
02 r_act_rate -6.24e+01 O.OOe+O0 <==
03 y_act_rate -6.49e+01 O.OOe+O0 <==
Cl stable all -4.54e-02 O.OOe+O0 <--
C2 pit bw pd O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
C3 pit Td -2.30e-01 O.OOe+O0 <--
C4 to1 bw pd O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
C5 rol Td -2.91e-01 O.OOe+O0 <--
C6 yaw bw pd O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
C7 yaw Td -3.56e-01 O.OOe+O0 <--
C8 pit damp 2.67e-08 1.00e-07
C9 rol damp O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
C10 yaw damp O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
CII pit quickl 4.25e-01 O.OOe+O0
C12 pit quick2 6.23e-01 O.OOe+O0
C13 pit quick3 6.02e-01 O.OOe+O0
C14 rol quick1 2.45e-01 O.OOe+O0
C15 rol quick2 6.26e-01 O.OOe+O0
C16 to1 quick3 1.31e-01 O.OOe+O0
C17 yaw quick1 8.27e-01 O.OOe+O0
C18 yaw quick2 5.39e-01 O.OOe+O0














































FC7 p gust p
FC8 p gust p
FC9 p gust t
FCIO p gust t
FCII r gust p
FC12 r gust p
FC13 r gust t
FC14 r gust t
FC15 y gust p
FC16 y gust p
FC17 y gust t
FC18 y gust t
<8> run 2
yaw dec2 d 000e+O0
pit dec up -1 66e-01
pit dec lo 2 50e-01
rol dec up -2 50e-O1
rol dec lo 4 36e-02
yaw decl u -4 26e+00

































































% First objective has been pushed to boundary, weight second objective
% to try and push it
<10> setgb 0 1 =0,I
<10> setgb 0 2 =0,10
<i0> run 0
<i0> pcomb

















pit bw pd O.OOe+O0
pit Td -2.10e-01
rol bw pd O.OOe+O0
to1 Td -2.91e-01
















































C9 rol damp O.OOe+O0
C10 yaw damp O.OOe+O0
Cll pit quick1 1.40e-02
C12 pit quick2 2.72e-01
C13 pit quick3 3.48e-01
C14 rol quick1 2.49e-01
C15 rol quick2 6.34e-01
C16 rol quick3 1.36e-01
C17 yaw quickl 8.27e-01
C18 yaw quick2 5.39e-01
C19 yaw quick3 5.60e-01
C20 yaw dec2 d O.OOe+O0
FC1 pit dec up -1.62e-01
FC2 pit dec Io 2.50e-01
FC3 rol dec up -2.50e-01
FC4 rol dec io 8.11e-02
FC5 yaw dec1 u -4.26e+00
FC6 yaw dec1 1 4.88e+00
FC7 p gust p u -2.19e+00
FC8 p gust p 1 3.96e+00
FC9 p gust t u -4.41e-01
FCIO p gust t 1 2.85e-01
FC11 r gust p u -9.53e-01
FC12 r gust p 1 3.76e+00
FC13 r gust t u -4.57e-01
FC14 r gust t 1 1.57e-01
FC15 y gust p u -3.09e+00
FC16 y gust p 1 3.97e+00
FC17 y gust t u -4.32e-01




































C1 stable all -3.19e-02
C2 pit bw pd O.OOe+O0
C3 pit Td -2.03e-01
C4 rol bw pd 0.00e+00
C5 rol Td -2.89e-01
C6 yaw bw pd 0.OOe+O0
C7 yaw Td -3.56e-01
































































































































C20 yaw dec2 d
FCI pit dec up
FC2 pit dec Io
FC3 rol dec up
FC4 rol dec Io
FC5 yaw decl u
FC6 yaw dec1 1
FC7 p gust p u
FC8 p gust p 1
FC9 p gust t u
FCIO p gust t 1
FCII r gust p u
FCI2 r gust p 1
FCI3 r gust t u
FC14 r gust t 1
FC15 y gust p u
FC16 y gust p 1
FC17 y gust t u
































































































Note in the last 2 iterations the second objective changed very
little, rather than try and continue to push it, freeze some dp's (to
speed up the optimization) and try to push the third objective, then
return to the second objective
<12> freeze Ktet Kphi Kpsi Kq Kp Kr
<12> setgb 0 2 =O,leO0
<12> setgb 0 3 =O,leOl
<12> run 0
<12> pcomb




































C2 pit bw pd
C3 pit Td
C4 rol bw pd
C5 rol Td






















C12 pit quick2 2.85e-01 O.OOe+O0
C13 pit quick3 3.56e-01 O.OOe+O0
C14 rol quickl 2.91e-01 O.OOe+O0
C15 rol quick2 6.61e-01 O.OOe+O0
C16 rol quick3 1.56e-01 O.OOe+O0
C17 yaw quick1 8.28e-01 O.OOe+O0
C18 yaw quick2 5.38e-01 O.OOe+O0
C19 yaw quick3 5.59e-01 O.OOe+O0
C20 yaw dec2 d O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
FC1 pit dec up -1.34e-01 O.OOe+O0
FC2 pit dec lo 2.50e-01 O.OOe+O0
FC3 rol dec up -2.50e-01 O.OOe+O0
FC4 rol dec lo 8.66e-02 O.OOe+O0
FC5 yaw decl u -4.26e+00 O.OOe+O0
FC6 yaw dec1 1 4.88e+00 O.OOe+O0
FC7 p gust p u -2.20e+00 O.OOe+O0
FC8 p gust p 1 4.00e+O0 O.OOe+O0
FC9 p gust t u -3.95e-01 O.OOe+O0
FCIO p gust t 1 2.64e-01 O.OOe+O0
FCll r gust p u -1.02e+00 O.OOe+O0
FC12 r gust p 1 3.90e+00 O.OOe+O0
FC13 r gust t u -4.98e-01 O.OOe+O0
FC14 r gust t 1 2.52e-01 O.OOe+O0
FC15 y gust p u -3.09e+00 O.OOe+O0
FC16 y gust p 1 3.97e+00 O.OOe+O0
FC17 y gust t u -4.32e-01 O.OOe+O0
FC18 y gust t I 2.97e-01 O.OOe+O0
<12> run 2
<14> sim



















Name Value Variation wrt 0 Prey
Ktet 9.08983e+00 l. Oe+O0 -6_ O_
Kphi 9.55674e+00 1.0e+O0 3_ O_
Kpsi 7.35924e+00 l. Oe+O0 O_ O_
Kq 7.24229e+00 l. Oe+O0 2_ O_
Kp 2.12648e+00 1.0e+O0 -6_ O_
Kr 4.52575e+00 1.0e+O0 OZ O_
Mtet 1.32703e+00 l.Oe+O0 O_ O_
Mphi 5.98800e+00 l.Oe+O0 -2_ O_
Mpsi 8.13820e-01 1.0e+O0 -59X -IOX
Kr_p 2.19954e-01 1.0e+O0 165Z 4X
Kp_r -3.82576e-01 1.0e+O0 20_ -4_
Kc_y -7.57832e-02 1.0e+O0 O_ O_
<16> pcomb
Pcomb (Iter= 16) (Phase 3) (MAX_COST= -8.40986)
SPECIFICATION PRESENT GOOD G
Dl p_ac__ra_e -9.82e+01 O.OOe+O0 <== {





*============== .... _=== -1.00e+05
*= ........... = -1.00e+05
*= ....... = ............... 1.00e+05
*= ...................... 1.00e+05


































C1 stable all -3.22e-02
C2 pit bw pd O.OOe+O0
C3 pit Td -2.03e-01
C4 rol bw pd O.OOe+O0
C5 rol Td -2.90e-01
C6 yaw bw pd O.OOe+O0
C7 yaw Td -3.57e-01
C8 pit damp O.OOe+O0
C9 rol damp O.OOe+O0
C10 yaw damp O.OOe+O0
Cll pit quick1 3.18e-02
C12 pit quick2 2.86e-01
C13 pit quick3 3.57e-01
C14 to1 quick1 2.86e-01
C15 rol quick2 6.63e-01
C16 rol quick3 1.58e-01
C17 yaw quick1 4.46e-03
C18 yaw quick2 3.91e-01
C19 yaw quick3 5.10e-01
C20 yaw dec2 d O.OOe+O0
FC1 pit dec up -1.40e-01
FC2 pit dec io 2.50e-01
FC3 rol dec up -2.50e-01
FC4 rol dec lo 8.63e-02
FC5 yaw dec1 u -4.26e+00
FC6 yaw dec1 1 4.88e+00
FC7 p gust p u -2.21e+00
FC8 p gust p 1 4.00e+O0
FC9 p gust t u -3.92e-01
FClO p gust t 1 2.61e-01
FCll r gust p u -1.02e+00
FC12 r gust p I 3.90e+00
FC13 r gust t u -4.97e-01
FC14 r gust t 1 2.47e-01
FC15 y gust p u -3.09e+00
FC16 y gust p 1 3.97e+00
FC17 y gust t u -4.30e-01
FC18 y gust t 1 3.00e-01
<16> sim

































































Z Return to the second objective, now that the third is at the boundary
<16> setgb 0 3 =O,leO0
<16> setgb 0 2 =0,10
Z Return C8 good value to 0 now that the optimization has made it <= 0
<16> setgb C 8 =0,1e-03
<16> run 0
<16> pcomb
Pcomb (Iter= 16) (Phase 3) (MAX_COST= -6.42203)
SPECIFICATION PRESENT GOOD G B
01 p_act_rate -9.82e+01 O.OOe+O0 <== I [
02 r_act_rate -6.42e+01 O.OOe+O0 <== _





















































































pit bw pd 0
pie Td -2























p gust p u
p gust p 1
p gust t u
p gust t 1
r gust p u
r gust p 1
r gust t u
r gust t 1
y gust p u
y gust p I
y gust t u
















































































































































Value Variation wrt 0 Prev
9.08983e+00 1.0e+O0 OZ OZ
9.55674e+00 1.0e+O0 OZ OZ
7.35924e+00 1.0e+O0 O_ OZ
7.24229e÷00 1.0e+O0 OZ OZ
2.12648e+00 1.0e+O0 OZ OZ
4.52575e+00 1.0e+O0 OZ OZ
1.32703e+00 1.0e+O0 OZ OZ
5.98778e+00 l.Oe+O0 OZ OZ
8.13820e-01 1.0e+O0 OZ OZ
2.21514e-01 l.Oe+O0 OZ OZ
-3.83921e-01 1.0e+O0 OZ OZ
-7.57832e-02 1.0e+O0 OZ OZ













O.OOe+O0 <== I I
O.OOe+O0 <== I I






C1 stable all -3.21e-02 O.OOe+O0
C2 pit bw pd O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
C3 pit Td -2.03e-01 O.OOe+O0
C4 to1 bw pd O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
C5 to1 Td -2.90e-01 O.OOe+O0
C6 yaw bw pd O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
C7 yaw Td -3.57e-01 O.OOe+O0
C8 pit damp O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
C9 to1 damp O.OOe+O0 O_OOe+O0
ClO yaw damp O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
Cli pit quickl 3.22e-02 O.OOe+O0
C12 pit quick2 2.86e-01 O.OOe+O0
C13 pit quick3 3.57e-01 O.OOe+O0
C14 rol quickl 2.86e-01 O.OOe+O0
C15 rol quick2 6.63e-01 O.OOe+O0
C16 rol quick3 1.59e-01 O.OOe+O0
C17 yaw quickl 4.44e-03 O.OOe+O0
C18 yaw quick2 3.91e-01 O.OOe+O0
C19 yaw quick3 5.10e-01 O.OOe+O0
C20 yaw dec2 d O.OOe+O0 O.OOe+O0
FCI pit dec up -1.40e-01 O.OOe+O0
FC2 pit dec lo 2.50e-01 O.OOe+O0
FC3 to1 dec up -2.50e-01 O.OOe+O0
FC4 rol dec lo 8.64e-02 O.OOe+O0
FC5 yaw dec1 u -4.26e+00 O.OOe+O0
FC6 yaw dec1 i 4.88e+00 O.OOe+O0
FC7 p Eust p u -2.21e+00 O.OOe+O0
FC8 p Eust p i 4.00e+O0 O.OOe+O0
FC9 p Eust t u -3.92e-01 O.OOe+O0
FCIO p Eust t i 2.61e-01 O.OOe+O0
FCII r gust p u -l.03e+O0 O.OOe+O0
FC12 r Eust p i 3.90e+00 O.OOe+O0
FC13 r gust t u -4.97e-01 O.OOe+O0
FC14 r gust t i 2.47e-01 O.OOe+O0
FC15 y Eust p u -3.09e+00 O.OOe+O0
FCI6 y gust p 1 3.97e+00 O.OOe+O0
FC17 y gust t u -4.30e-01 O.OOe+O0

















































Z Freeze all dp_s but the one you are trying to push to the boundary in
Z order to help/speed up the optimization. Note slow progress above, OZ
Z change wrt 0 for all parameters in previous print























































Segmentation fault (core dumped)
112
Console terminated at this point a number of times. In order to
return to the same point, the dp's above were introduced into the
adocs.dp.fin file ('included c in the adocs file) and then adocs was
converted ('convert adocs') in order to create the adocs.o and adocs.d
files necessary to run solve. Rather than trying to force the roll
channel down to the boundary from above (thereby introducing
segmentation faults as before), the parameter Mphi was reduced to
bring the roll channel below the level I/level II boundary and thus
the optimization back into phase 2
archimedes:lsoftwarelcontrol/adocs/pjpotterladocs/solve/Tischler: \
? /software/control/adocs/bin/solve -matlab adocs
Welcome to CONSOL-OPTCAD (TM)
SOLVE Version 1.7 (Released 8/92)
Copyright (c) 1991, University of Maryland at College Park.
All Rights Reserved.
(developed by Michael K.H. Fan, Andre L. Tits,
Jian L. Zhou, Li-Sheng Wang and Jan Koninckx)
[loading/reading adocs.o and ...]
[reading adocs.d]
[calling simulator initialization (if any)]
[connecting to MATLAB engine ...]
[including file init.m ...]
[calling problem initialization (if any)]
type "help" for help















<0> set Mphi = 4.5
<0> setgb CII =0
<0> setgb C12 =0
<0> setgb C13 =0
<0> setgb C14 =0
<0> setgb C15 =0
<0> setgb C16 =0
<0> setgb C17 =0
<0> setgb C18 =0


























Pcomb (Iter= 0) (Phase 2) (MAX_COST_SOFT= 0.550734)
SPECIFICATION PRESENT GOOD G







C2 pit bw pd
C3 pit Td
C4 rol bw pd
C5 rol Td














C20 yaw dec2 d
FCI pit dec up
FC2 pit dec io
FC3 rol dec up
FC4 rol dec io
FC5 yaw decl u
FC6 yaw decl 1
FC7 p gust p u
FC8 p gust p 1
FC9 p gust t u
FCIO p gust t 1
FC11 r gust p u
FCI2 r gust p 1
FC13 r gust t u
FC14 r gust t 1
FC15 y gust p u
FC16 y gust p 1
FC17 y gust t u





























































































































































































Pcomb (Iter= 1) (Phase 2) (MAX_COST_SOFT= 0.000109968)




































pit be pd O.OOe+O0
pit Td -2.03e-01
rol bw pd O.OOe+O0
rol Td -2.81e-01














yaw dec2 d O.OOe+O0
pit dec up -1.43e-01
pit dec io 2.50e-01
rol dec up -2.50e-01
rol dec Io 8.64e-02
yaw decl u -4.26e+00
yaw decl 1 4.88e+00
p gust p u -2.21e+00
FC8 p gust p 1 4.00e+O0
FC9 p gust t u -3.92e-01
FClO p gust t 1 2.61e-01
FC11 r gust p u -1.03e+00
FC12 r gust p 1 3.90e+00
FC13 r gust t u -4.97e-01
FC14 r gust t 1 2.47e-01
FC15 y gust p u -3.09e+00
FC16 y gust p 1 3.97e+00
FC17 y gust t u -4.30e-01


































, ......... _ ..... 1.00e-03
.............. 1.00e+05








O.OOe+O0 .......... , I 200e-03
O.OOe+O0 <== I I "O.OOe+O0 <=========== ....... 5.00e-02
....... ===== ...... === -5.00e-02O.OOe+O0 <== I I
O.OOe+O0 <......... = ........ 5.00e-02
....................... 5.00e-02O.OOe+O0 <== I I
O.OOe+O0 <========== ........ 5.00e-01
O.OOe+O0 <==
O.OOe+O0 < ..................
O.OOe+O0 <== ....... ==============
O.OOe+O0 <= ........ == ......
O.OOe+O0 <== ........... = .........
O.OOe+O0 <============= ....
O.OOe+O0 <== - ..................
O.OOe+O0 <=========== .......
O.OOe+O0 <== - ....................
O.OOe+O0 <.... ====== .......

















Name Value Variation err 0 Prey Iter=2
Ktet 9.08983e+00 1.0e+O0 OX OX frozen
Kphi 9.55674e+00 l.Oe+O0 O_ O_ frozen
Kpsi 7.35924e+00 1.0e+O0 O_ O_ frozen
Kq 7.24229e+00 1.0e+O0 OX O_ frozen
Kp 2.12648e+00 1.0e+O0 OX O_ frozen
Kr 4.52575e+00 l.Oe+O0 O_ O_ frozen
Mtet 1.32703e+00 l.Oe+O0 O_ O_ frozen
Mphi 4.77189e+00 1.Oe+O0 6_ O_
Mpsi 8.13820e-01 1.0e+O0 O_ O_ frozen
Kr_p 2.21514e-01 1.0e+O0 OX O_ frozen
Kp_r -3.83921e-01 1.0e+O0 O_ OX frozen
Kc_y -7.57832e-02 1.0e+O0 O_ OX frozen
<2> pcomb




02 r_act rate -7.28e+01
03 y_act_rate -8.41e+01
Cl stable all -3.21e-02
C2 pit bw pd 0.00e+00
C3 pit Td -2.03e-01
C4 rol bw pd 0.00e+O0
C5 rol Td -2.81e-01
C6 yaw bw pd 0.00e+00
C7 yaw Td -3.57e-01
C8 pit damp 0.00e+00
C9 rol damp 0.00e+00
C10 yaw damp 0.00e+00
Cll pit quick1 3.22e-02
C12 pit quick2 2.86e-01
C13 pit quick3 3.57e-01
C14 rol quick1 1.59e-01
C15 rol quick2 3.97e-01
C16 rol quick3 -2.19e-10
CIZ yaw quickl 4.44e-03
C18 yaw quick2 3.91e-01
C19 yaw quick3 5.10e-01
C20 yaw dec2 d O.OOe+O0
FCI pit dec up -1.43e-01
FC2 pit dec lo 2.50e-01
FC3 rol dec up -2.50e-01
FC4 rol dec io 8.64e-02
FC5 yaw dec1 u -4.26e+00
FC6 yaw dec1 1 4.88e+00
FC7 p gust p u -2.21e+00
FC8 p gust p i 4.00e+O0
FC9 p gust t u -3.92e-01
FCIO p gust t i 2.61e-01
FCII r gust p u -1.03e+00
FC12 r gust p I 3.90e+00
FC13 r gust t u -4.9Te-01
FC14 r gust t 1 2.47e-01
FCI5 y gust p u -3.09e+00






































































* .... ===== ...... ======= -1.00e+05
* ............. = ......... 1.00e+05
*=== .................... 1.00e+05
*======= .......... = ..... 1.00e+05
*======= ........ === ..... 1.00e+05
* ....................... 1.00e+05
* ....................... 1.00e+05
* ............... = ....... 1.00e+05
FC17 y gust t u -4.30e-01 O.OOe+O0
FC18 y gust t i 2.99e-01 O.OOe+O0
Z OPTIMAL SOLUTION (note that we did not wait for the C-0
CONGRATULATIONS message)
<2> sim








The optimal dp's were stored in adocs.dp.nomoptnew before we quit
<== I
<==
<==
<==
<==
<=--
<==
<==
<==
2.00e-03
5.00e-02
-5.00e-02
5.00e-02
-5.00e-02
5.00e-01
-5.00e-01
3.00e-01
-3.00e-01
3.00e-02
-3.00e-02
3.00e-01
3.00e-Of
3.00e-02
-3.00e-02
3.00e-Ol
-3.00e-01
3.00e-02
-3.00e-02
116
